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ABSTRACT

Three body burden measurements of the Bikini Island population

were conducted from 1974 to 1978 at Bikini Island. During this time,

the mean 137Cs body burden of the adult Bikini population increased

by a factor of 20. This dramatic elevation of the body burden ap-

pears to be solely attributable to increased availability of locally

grown food products, specifically coconuts and coconut plant prod-

ucts. In January 1979, forty-five percent of the individuals that

were whole body counted in April 1978 were recounted approximately

one hundred and forty-five days after the Bikini Island population

departed from Bikini Atoll. These results show that the adult

137
population mean Cs body burden decreased by a factor of 2.9 be-

tween the April 1978 and January 1979 in vivo measurements.

 



Historical Development

Bikini Atoll was one area used by the U.S. government to test

nuclear weapons from 1946 to 1958. Prior to commencement of the test-

ing program, all Bikini Atoll inhabitants were moved first to

Rongerik Atoll and then finally to Kili Island. Om March 1, 1954 a

thermonuclear device, code named Bravo, was detonated at Bikini

Atoll.

THe radioactive cloud from this test moved eastward depositing

fallout on several of the Northern Marshall Island Atolls: Bikini

Atoll (all Marshallese inhabitants had been moved), Rongelap with 64

people, Ailingnae with 18 people, Rongerik with 28 people, and Utirik

with 157 people. The Japanese fishing boat Fukurju - Maru (Lucky

Dragon) with 23 fisherman aboard was also contaminated (CO 75).

The exposure of individuals to radioactive fallout 6 to 24

hours post detonation of "Bravo" resulted in external total body

gamma dose equivalents ranging from 20 to 200 rem (CO 75). This

incident initiated the involvment of R. A. Conard et al. who for the

past 24 years has been responsible for the ongoing medical surveil-

lance of the inhabitants living on the contaminated atolls, those

Marshallese who were initially exposed to the fallout and have moved,

and to a control Marshallese population.

The medical history acquired by R. A. Conard included total

body burden measurements of radioactive material inhaled or ingested

by the Marshallese. This work was performed by S. Cohn et al. (CO

63, CO 75).



In recent years (1974 to present), the medical services pro-

vided by R. A. Conardand the Brookhaven Medical Team were expanded

to include sick call and body burden measurements of the returning

Bikini population. Body burden measurements were made in 1974 (CO

75) and in 1977 (CO 77). In August 1977, the responsibility for

providing body burden measurements was transferred from the Medical

Division to the Safety and Environmental Protection Division at

Brookhaven National Laboratory. The 1978 and 1979 body burden

measurements of the Bikini population were conducted by the latter or-

ganization.



PREFACE

Although Bikini Atoll has not been officially turned over to

the Bikinians, a significant number of Marshallese reside there; and

the population has risen steadily since rehabilitation efforts began

in 1969-70. The population, numbering about 138 persons in April

1978, consisted of caretakers and agriculturists employed by the

Trust Territory, and other Bikini families who found their way back

to their atoll via Trust Territory trade ships.

At the time this report was written the Bikini residents had

been moved to Kili Island in the southern Marshalls and to Ejit

Island, Majuro Atoll, (September 1978).



INTRODUCTION

The Brookhaven National Laboratory Radiological Surveillance

Program in the Marshall Islands includes the quantitative assessment

of internally deposited radioactive material in the Marshallese. In,

this report, the results of four whole body counting measurements on

the Bikini populationthat were conducted in 1974, 1977, 1978 and

1979 are presented. Because the body burden measurements were per-

formed by two different organizations, the current experimental de-

sign included a cross check mechanism to ensure that previous and

' current results are directly comparable. The approach to the problem

was multidirectional. First, key detection components were

duplicated. Second, the systems were calibrated in the same manner

(CO 63). Third, the operational procédures and counting geometries

were basically similar, and duplicate counts were made on Brookhaven

personnel with known. body burdens to ensure total system comparabil-

ity.

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

A. Instrumentation

The detector chosen for field use by both Brookhaven organiza-

tions is a 28 cm diameter, 10 em thick, sodium iodide thallium

activated scintillation crystal NaI(Tl). It is optically coupled to

seven, 7.6 cm diameter low background magnetically shielded,

photomultiplier tubes. In the current system the signal output from

each photomultiplier tube is connected in parallel through a summing

box with the combined output routed to a preamplifier/amplifier and



then to a microprocessor-based computer/pulse height analyzer (PHA).

The PHA data is stored on a magnetic discette, and the results may be

analyzed either in the field or at BNL using a matrix reduction,

minimization of the sum of squares technique (TS 76).

B. Calibration

Analysis of Nal(Tl) spectra by the matrix reduction technique

requires that the computer library contain individual standards for

each radionuclide that is expected in the field measurements and that

the field measurements and standards be the same geometry.

To accomplish this, a review of the previous whole body

counting data (CO 75, CO 77) indicated the need to calibrate for 40,

60-5 and 1376. The current system was calibrated using an Anderson

REMCAL phantom (CO 63). Each radionuclide was introduced into the

phantom's organs inan amount equivalent to the fraction of the total

body concentration as defined by the ICRP in Publication 2 (ICRP 59).

To verify the activity in the phantom prior to use as a standard, an

aliquot of the phantom solution was counted on a lithium drifted

germanium detector which was calibrated with NBS standard sources.

The phantom was then counted in a shadow shield whole body

counter (WBC) (PA65). The whole body counting system consists of a

stationary crystal and stationary bed. The counter detects radioac-—

tive material located principally in the thorax, so positioning of

the phantom and the in vivo counting subjects must be as similar as

possible. To facilitate reproducible counting geometries, each

subject and the standard phantom was positioned such that the central



axis of the crystal intersected the central axis of the bodyabout 25

cm below the sternal notch. The distance between the surface of the

bed and the bottom of the detector is 32.4 cm. The total system

efficiencies for 40, 60 137Co and Cs are listed in Table 1 as are typ-

ical minimum detection limits for these nuclides.

Cc. Quality Control

The quality control (QC) program consisted of a cross compari-

son of the radionuclide quantities estimated to be in the phantom vol-

ume versus NBS calibration standards. Agreement between these two ac-

tivity concentrations is within +52 for all radionuclides. Other

quality control mechanisms employed were repetitive counting of

secondary point source standards, multiple counts of Brookhaven per-

sonnel and the recounting of certain non-Bikini and Bikini residents.

Two point sources were used in the QC program. A 1376, source,

which has been used by the BNL medical surveys in previous years, was

used to monitor potential changes in system resolution and efficiency

as function of time. A second source, a 1376, + 606, point source,

was used for zero and gain determination.

Table 2 lists the results of Brookhaven personnel counted in

the field and at the Brookhaven Medical Department Whole Body Counter

by S. Cohn. The results of this comparison of WBC data support our

thesis that the field counting system produces results that are con-

sistent with prior studies and that are accurate measurements of

radionuclide body burdens in people. From the 2 sigma counting error

on all data and the lack of the field systems's sensitivity to detect



less than 37 Becquerels (1 nCi) 137¢., we can conclude that the

detection efficiency of the field system is less than that of the

whole body counter at the BNL Medical Department. However, once the

activity of an individual significantly exceeds the minimum sensitiv-

ity of the field system, the agreement between the results from the

two systems is within the 2 sigma counting statistic error. This is

seen from the body potassium measurements.

Finally, two Marshallese subjects .were counted for quality con-

trol purposes. The first person was a recount to determine the ex-

pected variability from counting an individual more than once. The

replicate count was within 2% of the initial count. The second

Marshallese subject counted was from Rongelap Atoll. This

13765 result (11 kBq or 291 nCi) compared well with hisindividual's

previous 1376, result in April 1977 (14 kBq or 371 nCi) (CO 77). The

difference of 222 is close to that which would be predicted from the

'122 yearly decrease in the Rongelap population.

RESULTS

Tables 3 and 4 present a list of adult individuals who were

counted in 1974 (CO 75), 1977 (CO 77), 1978 and 1979. There is a gen-

eral increase in the body burdens of adult males from 1974 to 1977 by

a factor of 13.3, and from 1977 to 1978 by a factor of 1.8. The gen-

eral increase for adult females from 1977 to 1978 was slightly higher

than that for males over the same period. In most cases, the 1979 .

data are significantly lower than the 1978 data with an average reduc-

137tion in the Cs body burden by a factor of 2.9.



Tables 5 and 6 summarize the 137¢s body burden data collected

in 1978 and 1979 for children. It must be noted that data reported

here are uncorrected for height and weight differences between

subjects and the phantom. This will have a minimal effect on adult

data (10-15% possible error) (MI 76). Body burdens of the children

reported in Tables 5, 6 and 7 have been corrected for geometric dif-

ferences between adult standard man and the average Marshallese

child.

1370, data that is presently available. .Table 7 summarizes the

It presents the mean (X), standard deviation from the mean (0), and

range of values reported for the sampled population. The data are

segregated by sex and age.

137
Table 8 compares the observed reductioén in Cs body burdens

from April 1978 to January 1979 with the reduction in 1376, body bur-

den that was expected as a result of relocating the Bikini Population

in late August 1978. Values for the biological removal rate con-

stants were obtained from NCRP Report 52 (NCRP 77) and ICRP

Publication 10A (ICRP 71).



RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The whole body counting data indicate that previous estimates

of the type of food and amount of various components in the Bikini

diet did not adequately describe the dietary patterns that existed be-~

tween 1974 and 1978. As certain local food crops, coconuts, became

available in 1976, they were incorporated into the diet in the form

of jekaru (the water sap of the coconut tree), jekomai (a syrup con-

centrate make from jekaru) and waini (drinking coconuts). The matura-

tion time of the coconute’tree is 5~7 years. Consequently, one would

137
expect to observe a steady increase in the Cs body burden through

1978 at which time an equilibrium body burden would be reached. Com-

parison of the observed reduction in the 137Cs body burden from April

25, 1978 to January 24, 1979 with the expected reduction in the body

burdens fromSeptember 1, 1978 to January 24, 1979 yields almost iden-

tical results for the adult male and adult female groups as shown in

Table 8. This implies that the Bikini population was at equilibrium

and that the body burdens on September 1, 1978 were not significantly

different than those measured in April 1978. The child data do not

agree with the expected value; however, the difference is not beyond

the range of half-times listed in NCRP Report 52 (NCRP 77). Although

NCRP Report 52 lists a mean half-time for children ages 5 through 15,

it does not specify the age distribution of the sample. Most of the

Bikini children (9) were in the 5-10 year category; hence, one would.

expect the observed reduction factor for this group to be somewhat

higher than the expected value.



Although the data indieates thar ane 1376, body purdous did not

increase between April and September 1978, ti" ~ 1). 2.3 Thee

the body burdens would not have increased when new dietary items like

pandanus and breadfruit became available for daily consumption.

Furthermore, while the population may have been at equilibrium

with their April-September dietary uptake, individuals within the

population may not have been in equilibrium. This is apparent in the

adult male 1376, body burden data where two individuals showed no

decline in activity between the April 1978 and January 1979 whole

body count. In one case, the individual was present on Bikini for

only 5 months prior to the April 1978 count. This places the

individual at approximately 60% of his equilibrium body burden value.

In the second case, there seems to be‘no clear explanation for the

lack of any reduction in the body burden. Several possible explana-

tions include

1. the individual may have lived away from Bikini prior to the April

count; hence, equilibrium was not established at the time of

counting, or

2. the individual changed his diet pattern between April and Septem-

ber.

These deviations from the norm do not alter the conclusion that

equilibrium or near equilibrium had been reached for the population

137
as a whole for Cs. Indeed, they illustrate variations about a.

mean value.



Finally, the data clearly illustrates that at least 19% of the

Bikini residents would have received a dose equivalent in excess of

5m Sv (0.5 rem) due to the ingestion of 137

137

Cs had the April 1978

activity ingestion rate of Cs continued. This dose equivalent

level does not include the dose equivalent from external radiation or

other internally deposited radioactive material. Removal of the

Bikini population from Bikini Atoll eliminated the 137¢, source term

from the diet and limited the dose equivalent received by this

population.
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Table 1.

Summary of System Efficiency and MDLS for Field WBC System

Nuclide Energy Efficiency MDL Time

1376, 662 Kev 8.7 x 10° 37 Bq (1 nCi) —-900 sec

60-, 1173 & 1334 Kev 6.7 x 107° 37 Bq (1 nCi) —-900 sec

40, 1460 Kev 7.0 x 107° 222 Bq (6 nCi) 900 sec

12
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I.D.# Date

10/77
10/77

4/77

D
O
U
&

W
w
W
h

H
D

P
D
K
&
R

H
e

l. MDL for

3/14/78
4/25/78
5/23/78
3/14/78
4/23/78
5/18/78
3/14/78
3/14/78
2/16/78
4/24/78

4/25/78

4/24/78

137

Table 2

Bikini 1978 QC Data of Non-Bikinians

Location

Bldg. 535-S&EP

Bikini-S&EP

Bldg. 490-Medical (3)

Bldg. 535-S&EP

Bikini-S&EP
Bldg. 490-Medical (3)
Bldg. 535-S&EP
Bldg. 490-Medical (3)
Bldg. 490-Medical
Bikini-S&EP

Enewetak-Medical (3)
Bldg. 490-Medical (3)
Bikini-S&EP

Rongelap-Medical (3)
Bikini-~S&EP

3(cts)!/2

900%370x8.6x10>

Cs =

Potassiumgrams 137¢s NCi

141
122
113
151
152
151
131
118
150
122
lll
111
106
105
112

= 0.7

te
He

bb
He

He
e
e
E
e
e

102%
10
wee)

102%
142%

SE
ES
EE
SE

~  
B

nCi or 26 Bq,

2. NA ~ Results reported without counting error

mpi(1)

MDL

2.00 + NA

MDL

MDL
2.1 + NA

2.0 + 502
4.9 + NA
3.0 £ NA

MDL

1.9 + NA
1.1 + NA

MDL

371 £ NA

291 £ 52

Bq
moi(1)

MDL
74.0 £ NA

- MDL

MDL
78 +
74.0 ¢®Sot
181 + NA
111.0 = NA
MDL
70 = NA
41 + NA
MDL
14000 + NA
11000 + 5%

S&EP Field System

3. Data obtained from personal communications with S. Cohn (CO 77)

13
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Bikini WBC Results 1974 and 1979, Adult Male Population

Table 3

 

1974! 19777 1978 1979
Weight

Med- in Years Potas- Potas— Potas- Potas-
ical Kilo- on sium 1370, sium 1374, sium 600, 137,, sium 60 1370,

ID grams Age Bikini grams UwUci kBq egrams)= HCI kBq grams Ci Bq uci kBq grams nCi Bq ci kBq

80 «61 69 0.75 - - - - - 97.6 1.42 53 1.14 4&2 - - - - -
6006 63 37 0.75 - - - - - - 141 2.39 88 1.47 54 - - - - -

863 6? 27 4 - - - 146 0.729 27 156 4.93 180 2.34 87 179 2.5 93 1.1 4i

6070 85 28 10 170 0.093 3.4 167 1.51 56 152 8.17 300 3.92 150 137 3.0 ltl 12.6 59

6004 95 28 0.25 ~ - - - ~ -° 167 1.88 70 ~=«—«1.33 49 - - - ~ -
6033 79 27 6 148 0.095 3.5 136 1.52 56 132 8.65 320 3.84 140 - - - - ~

6018 89 34 6 198 0.22 8.2 - - - 180 14.3 530 5.88 220 - - - - -
6069 61 32 8- - - - - - - 132 4.01 150 1.17 43 - - - - -

6068 79 56 6 165 0.051 1.9 144 0.778 29 141 6.17 230 «3.07 110 - - - ~ -

6067 74 56 7 - - - - - - 151 5.91 220 2.99 110 137 2.4 89 1.0 37

6066 94 32 3 - - ~ - - - 168 2.04 75 0.820 30 171 1.2 44 0.48 18

6017 80 49 8 - - - - - - 153 13.9 510-5572 210 - - - - -
6019 60 48 5 - ~ - 119 0.791 29 «107 3.95 150 1,03 38 135 2.9 107. 0.39 14
6001 85 66 7 143 0.078 2.9 - ~ - 126 3.33 120 1.73 64 132 1.9 70 0.77 28.
6073 85 24 7 - - - 132 0.775 29, «127 4.19 160 2.18 80 - - - - -

6005 70 58 1.5 - - - - - - 133 3.40 130 2.08 77 - - - - -
6008 55 32 4 - - - 153 1.99. 74 =«-125 5.00 190 1.94 72 148 3.2 118 1.3 48
6086 78 ‘46 8 170 0.17 6.2 149 2.14 79 151 7.92 290 3.51 130 179 2.8 104 0.86 32

6071 78 32 0.75 - - - - - - 136 2.26 84 1.72 64 136 1.2 44 0.93 34

6076 69 39 3 - - - - - - 163 6.64 250 3.44 130 171 2.9 107) 2.4 89
6072 55 20 0.67 - ~ - - - - 128 2.96 10 1.75 65 - - - - -

813 58 23 4 - - - 143 0.995 37) 138 3.65 140 1.69 62 154 1.8 67 0.61 23

6118 55 22 6 126 0.77 2.9 - - - 108 1.92 71 (0.631 23 144 1.6 59 0.75

6126 55 35 2 - - - 149 2.41 82 137 7.79 290 3.30 120 - - - - -

6003 77 22 8 168 0.076 2.8 161 0.923 34 139 5.60 210 2.44 90 - ~ - - -

6117 80 22 6 - - - 169 1.15 43 148 6.09 230 2.68 99 172 2.9 107. 0.90 33

6128 52 3! 7 - - - 149 1.29 48 119 4.79 180 1.85 69 155 2.7 100 0.92 34

6125 64 35 9 159 0.10 3.8 150 1.54 57 144 5.65 210 2,52 93 - ~- - - -

6007. 82 35 0.58 - - - ~ - - 127 2.58 95 1.49 55 144 0.67 25 0.32 12

6130-69 29 0.42 - - - - - - 143 2.20 81 1.46 54 156 1.5 56 1.5 56

54 17 7 - - - 138 0.641 24 124 4.58 170 2.13 79 - ~ - - -6119
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Table 3 (cont'd)

 

1974 1977 1978 1979
Weight

Med- in Years Potas—- Potas~ Potas~- Potas-
ical Kilo- on gium 1376, sium 1376, sium 6006 1376, sium 600, 1376,
1D grams Age Bikini grams pCi kBq grams pCi kBq grams) nCi Bq pot kBq grams) nCi. Bq sei kBq

864 9 51 7 163 0.29 it 133 3.23 120 136 5.99 220 3.05 - 110 - - - - -
966 875 56 7 - - 162 2.22 82 174 «14.8 550, 5.71 210 >. - - - -

6135 a 35 1 - - - - - ~ 142 3.30 120 2.12 78 ~ - - ~ -
6096 66 48 3 - - - 145 1.93 64 146 4.32 160 1.91 71 146 2.5 93 1.3 48
6002 66 65 2 - - - 130 1.04 38 116 2,21 82 «1.26 46 - - - - -
% 72 38 16) 0.13 4.6 146 1.43 53 139 $5.25 190 2.42 90 153 2.2 81 1.0 37

0 12 14 19 0.077. 2.9 13.0 0.687 25 - 18.6 3.39 130 1.32 49 16 0.77 28 #0.51 °° - 19
Range 52-95 17-69 126 0.05! 1.9 119 0.64! 24 97.6° 1,42 53 0.631 23 132 0.67 25 «0.32 12

198 0.29 il 169 3.23 120 «180s :14.8 550 5.88 220 2=—«179 3.2 118 §=2.4 89

1 @ 75

2 077
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Table 4

Bikini Female Adult WBC Results 1974 through 1979

 

1974) 19777 1978 1979
Weight

Med- in Years Potas~ Potas- Potas- Potas~
ical Kilo- on sium 137¢, sium 137¢, sium 600, 1376, tium 606, 137,,
ID grams Bikini Age grams) piCi. kBq grams Ci kBq grams nCi. Bq uci kBq grams) nCi. Bq opti. kBq

6045 83 0.75 28 - - ~ - ~ - 95 1.79 66 1.15 43 ~ ~ - - -
6112 90 1 35 - ~ - - - - 96 =2.18 81 =1.76 65 94 1.6 59 60.98 36
6114 S4 0.75 32 - - - - - - 79 ~=«641.40 52 0.818 30 102 0.32 12 0.12 4.4
6111 B84 0.5 32 - - - - - - 1002.11 78 «1.31 49 107 1.2 44 0.53 20.
6122-73 10 70 94 0.033 1.2 - - - 86 3.20 120 1.34 49 93 1.9 70. 0.33 li

6123. 77 4 50 - - - 107 1.53 57 °99 3.81 40 1.41 52. 126 2.5 93 0.62 23
6059 45 l 19 - - - - - - 80 .1.33 49 0.861 32 - - - - -

. 6063 49 4 24 - - - 89.6 0.799 30 8103.16 «6120.11.52 56 - ~ - - -
6032-63 3 32 ~ - - 96.4 1.88 70 100 «5.49 200 3.07 110 94 1.7 63 0.77 28
6124 53. 0.58 54 ~ - - - ~ - 71) (1,27 47 0.957 35 - - - - -
6108 86 4 24 94 0.029 1.1 98.0 0.706. 26 93 2.48 92. 0.729 27 114 1.6 59 0.53 20
6058 66 5 18 106 0.077 2.9 88.8 0.690 26 92 4.63 170 2.08 77 - - - - -
6113 54 4 25 - - - 91.7 0.534 20 91 «2.33 86 §=1.03 38 107 lal 41 0,30 il
6065 52 4 19 - - - 101 0.734 27 93 2.39 88 1.06 39 96 1.3 48 0.36 13
6097 53 4 ls 86 0.036 1.3 88.9 0.468 17 90 2.15 80 «1.27 47 © 95 1.0 37. 0.31 il
6109 50 4 15 - ~ - 110 0.621 23 88 1.49 55 0.411 15 106 0:53 20 0.060 2.2
6046 85 1.75 43 - - - 94.3 0.833 31 100 «3.81 140) 2.10 78 - - - - -
6098 60 3 16 - - - 91.4 0.706 26 93 2.38 88 2891 33 66 1.2 44 0.47 i?
6060 55 2 22 - - - - - - Bi 2.00 77 «1.39 51 105 0.864 31 9.18 6.7

6036 856 0.34 27 - - - - - - 730 «1.54 57 1.53 57 - = ~ - ~

6110 «77 8 32 Ml 60 tt 4.0 | - - - 94 3.98 150 1.50 56 - 7 - - -

525 78 0.75 37 - - - - - - 106 «62.96 110 2.36 87 - - ~ ~ an

6064 60 7 30 - - - - - 83 2.55 94 0.907 34 7% 1.6 $9 0.42 16
6061 65 6 32 ~ - - - - ~ Bt 3,62 «1302.22 82 - - ~ - -

6051 50 5 19 ~ - - 95.9 0.545 20 88 2.25 83 1.44 $3 - - ~ - ~

934 «74 6 43 - - - 98.8 2.23 83 110) 10.8 400.48 200 - - ~ - -

6062 54 4 21 - - - 96.8 0.840 31 79 =—«-2.53 94 «(1,44 53 - - - - ~

6035 77 6 20 - - - 113 0.573 21 100 4.94 180 2,78 100 100 2.3 85 0.65 24

6115 56 7 43 95 0.058 2.2 85.9 1.15 43 80 4.16 150 2,28 84 84 1.8 67 0.48 18

6034 76 7 46 102 0.12 4.3 93.7 0.995 37 92 6.92 260 3.89 140 - - - - -

865 54 7 45 59 0.018 0.67 89.4 0.558 21 78 81.70 63 1.31 49 - - - - -

6050 62 2 22 - - - - - - 81 3.42 130 1.40 50 - - - - ~

R 65 31 93 0.059 2.2 96.2 O.911 34 89 3.15 120 1.68 62 98 1.4 52. 0.44 16

0 13 13° 16 0.037 1.4 7.6 0.492 18 9.9 1.92 711,01 37 15 0.59 22 0.24 8.9

Range 45-90 16-70 59 0.018 0.67 85.9 0.468 v7 71.0 «1.27 47) 0.411 15 66 0.32 12 0.060 2.2
100 0.12 4.3 113 2.23 83 110 10.8 400 5.48 200 126 2.5 93 0.98 36

1 wo 75

co 77
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Bikini 1978 and 1979 WBC Results of Children AGES 5 - 10

Table 5

 

 

1978 1979
Medical Weight Years on AGE Potassium 60¢9 137¢¢ Potassium 60¢5 137¢,

iD kilograms Bikini Grams nci Bq pei kBq grams nci Bq Uci kBq

Males

6009 20 4 6 35.6 0.98 36 1.26 47 ~ - - - ~

6049 23 2 8 46.9 2.7 99 1.71, 63 - _- - - -
6042 23 0.25 7 43.1 1.0 38 1.07 39 - - - - -

6014 20 1.34 5 41.1 1.7 64 1.50 56 - - - - ~

6012 24 7 7 40.5 1.7 63 1.27 47 - - - - -

6023 28 4 8 51.6 1.7 63 1.28 47 43 0.91 34 0.16 5.9

6016 27 7 10 53.2 2.5 93 1,43 . 53 - - - - -

6013 18 2 5 32.6 1.3 50 1.00 37

R 23 7 43.1 1.7 63 1.3 49
0 : 3.5 2 7.3 0.62 23 0.229 8.5

Range 18-28 5-10 32.6-53.2 0.98-2.7 36-99 1.00-1.71 37-63

Females

6094 34 6 10 51.0 2.3 86 2.02 75 - - - - =

6092 29 6 8 52.1 2.8 100 2.25 83 - - - ~ -

6080 34 0.58 7 50.3 0.35 13 0.543 20 - ~ - -

6010 29 7 8 55.6 1.8 67 1.41 52 50 0.49 18 0.17 6.3

6038 21 2 6 41.7 1.3 47 1.00 37 - - - - -

6105 22 3 5 30.7 1.2 43 0.967 36 65 - = 0.053 2.0

6103 - 3 9 47.9 1.4 53 1.40 52 - - - - -

6028 25 5 7 52.0 1.4 51 1.26 47 - - - - -

6030 34 3 10 54.1 3.0 110 2.38 88 34 0.35 13 0.26 9.6

6027 22 3 6 35.6 5.6 210 1.16 43 58 0.42 16 0.042 1.6

6044 18 5 6 35.1 6.4 240 1.15 43 - - ~ - -

6025 21 3 5 43.6 0.97 36 1.03 38 45 0.59 22 0.13 4.8

6081 26 0.67 9 49.3 0.57 21 1.02 38 - - - - -

6106 22 3 6 32.3 0.48 18 0.622 23 37 - - 0.077 2.9

& 26 7 45.1 2.1 78 1.30 48 48 0.46 17 0.12 4.4

0 5.6 2 8.51 1.8 68 0.558 21 12 0.10 3.7 0.080 3.0

Range 18-34 §-10 32.3-55.6 0.35-6.4 13-240 0.543-2.38 20-88 34 9.35 13 0.042 1.6
, 65 0.59 22 0.26 3.6
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Table 6

Bikini 1978 and 1979 WBC Results of Children AGES 11 - 15

 

 

1978 1979
Medical Weight Years on AGE Potassium 60¢ 137¢5 Potassium 60¢5 137¢g

ID kilograms Bikini Grams nci Bq pct kBq grams nci Bq uci kBq

Males

6132 33 2 12 58.0 3.45 130 1.85 68 ~ - - - ~
6131 38 6 14 69.0 - 3.40 130 1.69 63 108 2.1 78 0.76 28

6011 40 6 It 53.2 1.34 50 0.830 31 59 1.0 37 0.055 2.0
6127 32 7 13 53.3 2.17 80 0.732 27 95 2.0 74 0.21 7.8
6133 27 7 il 52.8 3.42 130 2.09 78 - - - - -
6015 29 1.42 il 56.5 1.18 44 1.28 47 37 0.5 19 0.071 2.6
R 33 12.0 57.2 2.50 92 1.41 52 75 1.4 52 0.27 10

a 5.0 1.3 6.2 1.07 40 0.557 21 33 0.78 29 0.33 12
Range 27-40 11-14 52.8-69 1.18-3.45 44-130 0 .732-2.09 27-78 37 0.5 19 0.055 2.0

108 2.1 78 0.76 28

Females

6129 48 4 13 69.0 1,32 49 744 28 73 1,2 44 0.27 10
6048 40 0.25 13 70.4 2.61 96 2.05 76 - - - - -

6091 43 6 13 68.6 2.20 82 1.17 43 103 1.4 $2 0.15 5.6

R 44 13 69.4 2.05 76 1,32 49 88 1.3 48 0.21 7.8
o 4.0 _ 0.9 0.66 24 0.665 25 21 0.14 5.2 0.080 3.1
Range 40-48 13-13. 68.6-70.4 1.32-2.61 49-96 .744-2.05 28-76 73 1,2 44 0.15 5.6

: 103 1.4 52 0.27 10
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Table 7

 

Summary of 1376, Body Burdens for Bikini Inhabitants, 1974 to 1979

Range of Mean Range of Mean Range of Mean Range of Mean

Number 13l¢es 137¢, Number 137¢g 137¢, Number Cs 137¢5 Number 3c 37g

Counted Results Result Counted Results Result Counted Results Result Counted Results Result

Population 1974(5) 1974(5) 1974(5) 1977(5) 1977(5) 1977(5) 1978 1978 1978 1979 1979 1979

Adult Male 18 1.6 kBq 4.7 kBq 22-21 Bq 48 kBq 36°) 23 Bq 90 kBq 1712 kBq 37 kBq
(0.043 p Ci) (0.13 pci) (0.57 uci) 1.3 Ci) . (0.63 BCi) 2.4UCi) (0.32 Hci) (1.0 ci)

to t to + to £ to t
15 kBq 3.4 kBq 120 kBq 27 kBq 220 kBq 49 kBq 89 kBq 19 kBq

(0.40 p Ci) (0.0093 p Ci) (3.2 Ci) (0.73 uci) (5.9 Ci) 1.3 ci) (2.4U ci) (0.51 Gi)

Adult Female 13° (0.67 kBq 2.7 kBq 20 20 kBq 34 kBq 32 15 kBq 62 kBq 16-242 kBq 16 kBq
(0.018 Ci) (0.073 1 Ci) (0.53 1 ci) (0.93 1 Ci) (CO.4. uci) (1.7H Ci) (0,.060U ci) (0.44 Ci)

to £ to z, to t to | t
9.3 kBq 2.3 kBq 83 kBq 17 kBq 200 kBq 37 kBq 36 kBq 8.9 kBq
(0.25 pci) (0.063 p ci) (2.2 Ci) (0.47 1 Ci) (5.5NCi) (2.ON Ci) (0.98 ci) (0.24 ¥ £)

Male Children 0 ND ND 3 24 kBq 30 kBq 62) 27 kBq 53 kBq & 2.0 kBq 10 kBq

11-15 yrs (0.65 uci) (0.82 H Ci) (0.73 NCL) «(1.4 NCL) (0.055 Uci) (0.27 U ci)
to + to t to 2

39 kBq 7.6 kBq 77 Bq 21 kBq 28 kBq 12 kBq

(1.0 n Ci) (0.21 " ci) (2,.1uci) (0.56u Ci) (0.76 Hci) (0.33 U Ci)

Female Children 0 ND ND 3 20 kBq 25 kBq 3 28 kBq 46 kBq 2 5.6 kBq 7.8 kBq
11-15 yre (0.56 uci) (0.68 1 Ci) (0.74 ci) (L.3H Ci) (0,15 H ci) (0.21 U ci)

to + to 2 to +
35 kBq 8.5 kBq 76 kBq 25 kBq 10 kBq 3.1 kBq.

(0.94 1.Ci) (0.23 UCi) (2.1 uci) (0.66 Hci) (0.27 Hci) (0.080 Hci)

Male Children 0 WD ND 0 wD ND 8) 37 KBq 50 kBq 1 5.9 kBq 5.9 kBq
5-10 yrs (1.0 BCi) (1.3NCL) (0.16 Uci) (0.16 Boi)

to

64 kBq 7.6 kBq
(1.7 uci) (0.21 uci)

Female Children 0 ND ND 9 ND ND 14 20 kBq 47 KBq 6 1.6 kBq 4.4 kBq

5-10 yrs (54 UCi) (i.3 uci) (0.042 Ci) (0.12 RCi)
to t to t

92 kBq 21 kBq 9.6 kBq 3.0 kBq
(2.4 pci) (0.56 pci) (0.26 pCi) (0.080 1 Ci)
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Table 7 (Cont'd)

 

Range of Mean Range of Mean Renge of Mean Range of Mean

Number 13. 137¢, Number 13765 137¢, Number 13%ce 137¢,q Number Cs 137¢,
Counted Results Result Counted Results Result Counted Results Result Counted Results Result

Population 1974(5) —1974(5) 1974(5) 1977(5) 1977(5) 1977(5) 1978 1978 1978 1979 1979 1979

All Adults 21 0.67 kBq 3.9 kBq 42 20 kBq 42 kBq 68 15 kBq 77 &kBq 33 2.2 kBq 27 kBq
(0.018 wei) (0.11 uci) (0.53 uci) (1.1 uci) (0.41 Mei) (2.1 Ci) (0.060 Uci) (0.73 Hci)

to t to + to + to t
15 kBq 3.1 kBq 120 kBq 24 kBq 220 kBq 46 kBq 89 kBq 18 kBq

(0.40 wci) (0.085 pCi) (3.2 ei) (0.64 uci) (5.9 Wei) (1.2 HCI) (2.4 WCi) (0.49 Hei)

All Children 0 ND ND 6 20 kBq 28 kBq 31 20 kBq 50 kBq 13 1.6 kBq 8.3 kBq
(0.56 Ci) (0.75 uci) (0.54 WCi) (1.4 Ci) (0.042 Uci) (0.22 Hci)

to + te + to £
39 kBq 7.8 kBq 92 kBq 18 kBq 28 kBq 7.8 kBq

(1.0 Ci) (0.21 uci) (2.3 wWCi) (0.49 UCi) (0.76 Wci) (0.21 Hci)

Total Average 21 0.67 kBq 3.9 kBq 48 20 kBq 40 kBq 99 15 kBq 68 kBq 46 1.6 kBq 22 kBq
(0.018 uci) (0.11 uci) (0.53 uci) (1.1 uci) (0.41 HCL) (1.8 Hoi) (0.042 Hci) (0.59 UCi)

to £ to & to £ to t
15 kBq 3.1 kBq 120 kBq 22 kBq 220 kBq 38 kBq 89 kBq 18 kkBq

(0.40 pci) (0.085 Ci) (3.2 wei) (0.61 uci) (5.9 Woi) (1.0 uci) (2.4 ci) (0.49 Hci)
. »

ND - No Data available for the specific colum.

(1) One adult, counted at Bikini, was a visitor from Rongelap Atoll. He remained on ship with our staff while at Bikini and returned at Ebeye with

us. His body count was not used in this table,

(2) One male child in this age group was counted twice to determine what effect showering prior to the body count had on the final result.
result was used for this individual since both results were similar.

(3) «A six month old child's data has not been included in this table and category due to the difference in geometry between a baby and our calibration

phantom.

(4) The 1978 mean value for all individual count includes the 5-10 year age group while the 1977 mean value has no representation in this sample

section and the 1974 mean value has no child representation.

(5) The 1974 (CO 75) and 1977
137Ca body burden data were obtained from §. Cohn, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Medical Department.

Only one



Table 8

Comparison of Observed
Versus Expected Reduction Factors
 

 

. # of Mean Reduction
Description Persons Factor

Expected Reduction Factor for Adult Males‘) NA 2.4

Observed Reduction Factor for Adult Bikini Males | 17 2.3

Expected Reduction Factor for Adult Females ‘2? NA 3.5

Observed Reduction Factor for Adult Bikini Females 16 3.8

Expected Reduction Factor for Children Ages 5-14°2) NA 5.9

Observed Reduction Factor for Children Ages 5-14 12 12.

NA = Data Not Available

(1) Effective half time obtained from ICRP Publication I10A (ICRP 71).

(2) Effective half time obtained from NCRP Report 52 (NCRP 77).

21
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. The

document is undated, but the presence of data from 1975indicates that
it must have been prepared in the period of 1977 to 1979 when we

received it. It was noted that there are apparent inconsistencie
' several of the different tables. For example, Table III--1 gives

for the Marshall Islands for the period 1955-1975 and Table TII-

data for the infant mortality rate for 1976. In Table III-1, the

death rate per 1000 births for 1970 through 1975 is given as 28.3
25.4, 46.4, 21.1 and 37.0. dowever, Table III-5 indicates the ir

mortality rate to be only 17.04. We hawe used the data of Table IZI-i

in the following estimates; because it is more complete and it provices

a self-consistent set of data. However, in view of the discrepancies, a

the results can only be considered as approximations. inemyorrien Enis puters

makes little real difference in view of the uncertainties in the risx
estimating. coefficients.” Thsre is also a bias built into the dats
because of the inclusion of E»bye and Majaro in the overall Marshall

u
t

a
.

Ww
o
n

3

Island rates. This arises from the different death rates (particulariy| *

infants) at these two locations. A 4s dans Abtewe® Le, eeptets Cony vi whys as

[Peyine AAGink Adotercian poo TE Balen. (Mwade bes HecAtier tennfonsthepoleGf
, teil, For the estimates we-used the last 5 or 5 year vaverage or theeselB

Aseiu, thee tu. PSSSefhe most representative of current conditions. From Chis, HR YLLt
obtained: ;

. Aaw . Lew ow Ae teed?

Rate of increase of, the population ~#A 3.8%/yr.

“Infant death rate> 3.2% per birth.
Overall death rate «0.54% per year.

Birth rate 4 4.2% per year.E
W
N

An givrmar o8 sCHOMON La: COCOMUMty EMaIay OF

i
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- 7 . Y , bb.hg
A population of 550 was assumed Saebemthe one that mey move back =a ‘

<isiemd., Values for other initial populations maybeobtained dy
of the results. — ven

Tne total population at ‘the end of 30 years is given by the
compounding equation:

Pag = 550 (140.038)= 1684

The number of births in 30 years are given by:

30
~~

ootexss0 (1.038)* dx

0

B

where x is the time between 0 and 30. This gives

e _ 0.042x550 30 1. |Bs oq-ogg— (1.0387 -1) = 1277

Similarly, the number of deaths in the 30 year period would be:
t

39

Deaths 0.0054x550 (1.035)* dx

. 0 0054x550 3044.Deaths 7-7~ggg- «(1.038 -1] = 164

heldem .

One other ibem needed is

born after the return because

the smaller amount of time in

island.

che reduction in 30
of tne decrease inr

the 30 year period is spent on the

For this, the total pnooulation dose for s2 born after

returning assuming an initial dose rate of 1 rad/year is given by:

y22

adietion levels and
hat



30

anak
id?

0

P = 550 D (1.038%) dx -

A is the half-life of decrease of the radition dose, taken here as 30

years. oe

Decen integral cannot be solved analytical, An approximate solution

was obtained by calculating this function for each of 30 years and

summing. This gave 8949 rads for the total population including the

original 550. The total dose received by the original 550, assuming
that all Live for the 30 years, is

‘ - 238 ( -At
P 1-e )} = 11,902 rads

For those born after the return, the population would be the
difference between the total population in 30 years, the number of
deaths and the original 559 people or 1134. Thus, the per capita dose

for this group is 8949/1134 = 7.9 rads. For the original 550, the per
capita dose is 11,902/550 = 22 rads. The ratio of these two to give an
estimate of the fraction of the full 30 year dose received by the
children is 0.36.

The assumption of no deaths in the original 550 returning was made

for simplicity and the lack of so)death rate data.

Wie -
also took_a-brisfteoteot2 age characteristics of the

Marshallese from Table IV-3 and freU.S. population in 1970. This

comparison is given in the attached curve. ~t6—-yeu-can-see che slopes

are similar above age 35 but the magnitudes are distorted by the high
birth rate in the Marshall Islands., However, in terms of the relative, Lu»

+ et ss ienehae Propel’
risk the similar slopes meahtome.that if the Gwe natural cancer ratesx

are similar, the relative risk for people above 35 in both populations
would be Similar because most of the cancer occurs at ageS,abdout 40 and
above. However, the magnitude of the relative risk in the U.S. used for

the Marshallese will be high dy a factor of somewhere around 2-3 because

of the distortion caused by the very high proportion of young people who

have a relatively low natural cancer incidence.
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renee550 calertalnn corre anne for Phe prpentnteon}

Fr a poteni se ooporprueba)2

Deaths in 30 years = 164 = 160
Births in 30 years = 1277 = 1300

Fria pejenkohe, 49 (Hke AF at ratvomne kbc) >

oe 164 XL |a ; 41.7 = 40Deaths in 30 years 550 = 740 Xx = F

Births in 30 yearsrs 1272 a xX = 325. = 300

Far a feyEe ¢ 735 |

‘ 164Deaths in 30 years, seq = aE ; 70.07 = 70Pa
d a

Births in 30 years, BBQ = DIE X= 545.62 = 550

fir A Population of 350

n
,Deaths in 30 years, gan = shy , x

=

104.36 = 100

Births in 30 years, 550° = 3p X= 812.63 = 800

a
e
s
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DerivedCancer Oenyaay in U.S. Cancer Deaths7108 person rem
_ from 0.1 rem/year

a(pop=197,8863,000) 7

Absolute Relative
Absolute RelativeLeukemia

576 738 Ci; 26 37‘Other Cancers

30 year elevated risk 1,210 2,436
61 123lifetime elevated risk: 1,485 8,340 | 75 42]

tn

Range 1,726-2,001 3,174-9,078 87-101 160-458
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. BEIR-I1I
KeCancer (Table V-4)

Lifetime Risk of Cancer Death

(deaths/10°/rad)

~ Single exposure to Continuous Exposure
o 10 rad - to 1 rad/yr
Model Absolute Relative Absolute Relative

L-Q, LQ-L 77 226 67 182

L-L, TT 167 501 158 430
Q-L, Q- 10 28 ---- aon

B Birth Defects--pages 166-169
(mean parental age = 30 years)

7 rem per generation (17 rem parental exposure) per 10° live
offspring———? 5 to 75 birth defects, this is 0.9005
~-0.0075%--First generation

ence TA Spin. Sb a Lhe {67 fapCeltty

A Spontaneous rate “is, 10. 7%, nehers 1 rem will increase the rate
from 10.7% to 10.7005--10.7075%

om Saretacaeot Sens

 

"0. oeTA 0.000047 = 0.0047%,ot

bB072 = 9.0007 = 0.07%7
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; ‘ ESTIMATED RADIATION DOSES TO RESIDENTS OF
me ENEU AND/OR BIKINI ISLANDS ASSUMING VARIOUS LIVING PATTERNS

~Residence Years on/ Time on Time on Imported Food Maximum Annua} 30 Year Do
 

se .

Island Years off Eneu (%) Bikini (%) (50% of Dict) Dose (Killirem)## —- (Milliren)@m -
oo | ———— to Bone Harrow rrr

Whole Bone
' . . Body Marrow

Bikini Permanent 0 100 ~ No 6200 44,000 47,000

Bikini Permanent 0 100 Yes 3300 _ 24,000 25,000

Eneu — Permanent 100 0 No 780 5,400 6,000

Eneu . Permanent 100 0 Yes. 390 2,800 3,000

Eneu Permanent 90 10 Ho : 830 5,900 — 6,500
Eneu Permanent $0 10 | Yes , 440 3,260 3,400

Eneu Wf | 100 0 No. 540 2,800 3,100
Eneu . Wh — 100 0 Yes" 280 1,400 1,600

Eneu 1 90 10 "No 590 3,000. 3,300
Eneu 7 qf 90 10 Yes ° 330 "1,600 1,700

Eneu 142 100 0 No 540 1,900 . 2,100

Eneu V2 100 0 Yes | 280 960 1,030

- Engu 1/2: 90 10 No 590 2,000 2.200
Eneu 1/2 90 10 Ves 330 1,100 1,200

Encu 1/3 100, O- Ho 540 1,500 1,700
Eneu 1/3 100: 0 Yas 280 760 810

Eneu 73 90 10 No 590 1,600 1,800
Eneu 1/3 50 10 Yes 330 860 920

® Posas are rounded off.

we }-Redixtton-Eoune+—exposure-limi t=ts~500-m1117 a-por~year-to"tine-mxrimus-exposed-individual
ninerical value given is three timas the averag ; a | ai

ala Federal Radiztion Council exposure Vimit is anaverage of 5;06 milirém to a sass [ en
@ These values are best estimates based upon,the most complete information avatlable~ Furthermore, these \are

average values based upon averaged parameters. (e.g., soil concentration of radiGnuclides, food concentrations
of rad{onuclides, diet): any specific individual inight receive radiation exposure higher or Jower than these
values depending unon {glands visited, amount of varfous foods consumed, etc. (No claim ts made as to



 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

  
          
 

. wa

rain 7MEREstimatesBased.onBEERTsul Wie ormoo
Total \ Cancer Risk ; huet 7 Birth Ferects , ve

Person \|___,Relatiye , Absolute, | 30-yr Whole Spontaneous - %
rem . C2q#) TEL “L-Q L=L odydose (rem) (5-75/10°/rem) Number Increase *””

182*|_ 430 67 158 (Ps.
: ~ 27 &

1 3054 556 1.31 205 483 [R28 "6619-629" 139 bq <2
2 6108 1.11 2.63 409 .965 Ib, 5.4 -9038=056, 139 , 3¢ 0%

-—{—. . £ fer oe A

3 25450 4.63 110.94 1.71 4.02 || 24,0 0167-0 728- 139 by ag
4 47846 8.71 |20.57 3.21 7.56 gon) 44.0 70306-9746 139 3.) 33

* 12 £6 :

5 3461 63 1.49 23 847 1300. 3.2 ‘6622-2033 139 0,2> 024
6 6617 1.20 2.85 44 1.05 ion 5.9 0047 . 062 139 jy 045"— soneaBSE“LSE.weflee Oe
7 957 W744] 4 064 115 |S. 1.4 10666d9L 85.6 0.07*, 011
8 1978 36 85] 133 1.313 xen 2.8 .0612-ae 85.6 aide2b

eo ’

9 1085 .197 .467 .073 .17 acal1..6 Bhibée-261¢3. 85.6 oN .0tE
10 2105 383 .905 141 .33 be 3.0 -0073=+0193- 85.6 023°

O12 we O,>1°

1 446 81 .192 ; .0298} .0705 ose 96 :60028- | 064¢2~ 58.85 G|@69.007
12 910 166 .39 ' .061 .144 sy 1,9 00056~ . G08 58.85 | 0M

' > eb? sork Or 3 wee

13 520 095 .224 .035 .082 {35%} 127 (6030 -08032- 0049 .¢45 58.85 0,076 0083"
14 953 173 .47 | .064 .151 554} 2.0 10059 .00059- 0688 , peas 58.85 lo.84 .015

*Risk coefficient "25.DPae% FO1OO Aol,
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BASES FOR CALCULATION OF RISK ESTIMATES USED IN
"THE MEANING OF RADIATION AT BIKINI ATOLL"

_e assumptions (CNS) —— (eyed

| Estimates of cancer and birth defects risks for the Bikini populations

were based on a number of assumptions. Some of these assumptions re-

sulted from consultation with other scientists including members of

the BEIR committees.

Me
pit1. Risk :coefficients from BEIR-I were used because BEIR-III

had not been accepted by any U.S. government agency. We elected to

use the values as given in BEIR-I rather than the revised values

based on increased age of the population shown in Table V-4 of

BEIR-III.

adit 2. For estimates of cancer risk both the relative risk coef-

ficient and the absolute risk coefficient were used to give a range

of estimated risk. The absolute risk coefficient gives a lower value,

is less variable with the population and is not dependent upon the

spontaneous cancer incidence, which is not known for the Bikini popu-

lation. The relative risk coefficient gives a high value, but since

it is based on the spontaneous cancer incidences, which is unknown for

the Bikini population, it is probably less reliable than the estimates

calculated from the absolute risk coefficients.

3. For estimating increased cancer incidences, the bone marrow

dose was used because it was slightly higher than the whole body dose.

This probably introduced a small element of conservation.



4, For estimating birth defects neither BEIR-I or BEIR-III is

very clear about what is meant by parental dose, thus it is not clear

whether birth defects should be based on the dose to one parent or both

parents. In the latter case, the 30-year whole body dose would be doubled.

"We assumed the BEIR-I risk of 0.2% rem was based on both parents being

irradiated. Also because we believed the risk coefficient from BEIR-I

was already conservative based on comparisons with BEIR-III, we elected

to use the 30-year whole body dose as provided us--not doubled.

5. For the 140 persons who returned to Bikini and were removed in

August 1978, it was assumed that no children will be conceived by persons

above age 40, that 300 children will be born after August 1978, and that

all children born will be offspring of parents, both of whom returned to

Bikini. The parental dose was obtained as follows:

Average dose to males < 40 years old = 1.36 rem

Average dose to females < 40 years old = 1.08 rem —

Total parental dose = 2.44 rem

Parental dose used in calculations = 1.22 rem

6. The average dose values for persons who lived on Bikini were

calculated from individual dose data (whole body and bone marrow) for

50 males and 49 females. These values are tabulated in the Appendix.

7. The spontaneous incidence of birth defects was taken to be

10.7% of all live births from BEIR-III.

8. The normal incidence of cancer deaths was assumed to be 15%.

A value less than the approximately 20% given for the U.S. population



was used because the Bikini people have been and will probably be

exposed to much lower limits of environmental carcinogens than people

living in the U.S. and because of limited medical services and prevalence

of other risks such as drowning, poisoning, etc. Other causes of death

are probably higher in the Bikini population than in the U.S. population.

We also suspected the average life span was less than in the U.S. popu-

tation, which might tend to reduce the number of cancers that would

occur in the elderly.

9. The largest dose a person might receive in a year was estimated

to be three times the average dose. Data in the appendix for individuals

show that the highest individual dose is more than twice the average but

less than three times.

II. Po ulation Estimate (ApS)(ENIGL
Eee en ee

 

To estimate the number of births, deaths and the magnitude of the Bikini

population after 30 years, information was used from the final draft of the

Marshall Islands five year health plan prepared by the Trust Territories’

Department of Health Services! Office of Health Planning and the Resources

Department. The document is undated, but the presence of data from 1976

indicates that it must have been prepared in the period of 1977 to 1979

when we received it. It was noted that there are apparent inconsistencies

among several of the different tables. For example, Table III-1 gives data

for the Marshall Islands for the period 1955-1975 and Table III-5 gives

data for the infant mortality rate for 1976. In Table III-1, the infant

death rate per 1000 births for 1970 through 1975 is given as 28.3, 33.6,

25.4, 46.4, 21.1 and 37.0. However, Table III-5 indicates the infant

mortality rate to be only 17.04. We used the data of Table III-1 in the

LY



following estimates; because it is more complete and it provides a self-

consistent set of data. However, in view of the discrepancies, the results

can only be considered as approximations. This probably makes little real

difference in view of the uncertainties in the risk coefficients that were —:

used. There is also a bias built into the data because of the inclusion of

Ebye and Majaro in the overall Marshall Island rates. This arises from the

different death rates (particularly infants) at these two locations. In

many respects the population of Ebye and Majaro are quite dissimilar from

the Bikini population because they have the advantages and disadvantages

of a more technical environment.

For the estimates the last 5 or 6 year average of the data were used

because they are probably the most representative of current conditions.

From this, the following were obtained:

1. Rate of increase of the population has been about 3.8%/year.

2. Infant death rate is about 3.2% per birth.

3. Overall death rate is 0.54% per year.

4. Birth rate is 4.2% per year.

A population of 550 was assumed for the one that might move back to

Bikini Atoll]. Values for other initial populations were obtained by

ratios of the results.

The total population at the end of 30 years is given by the compounding

equation:

Pag = 550 (1 + 0.038)2° = 1684



The number of births in 30 years are given by:

a“

B = 0.042 x so/0.038) dx

0)

' where x is the time between 0 and 30. This gives

. 0.042 x 550 30
B= Th 1.038 [1.038°" - 1] = 1277

Similarly, the number of deaths in the 30 year period would be:

Bp

0.0054 x 550 (1.038)* dx

0

itDeaths

Deaths = 9-0057x550 Fy .93890 - 1] = 164

One other datum needed is the reduction in 30 year dose to those born

after the return because of the decrease in radiation levels and the

smaller amount of time in the 30 year period that is spent on the

island. For this, the total population dose for those born after

returning assuming an initial dose rate of 1 rad/year is given by:

30

P = 550 Dy eX (1.038%) dx —

0

A is the half-life of decrease of the radiation dose, taken here as _

30 years.

Because this integral cannot be solved analytical, an approximate

solution was obtained by calculating this function for each of 30 years

and summing. This gave 8949 rads for the total population including the

original 550. The total dose received by the original 550, assuming that

G3



all live for the 30 years, is

pi[ps0{250°{ing
UNbugs

pie $80 (1 - et) = 11,902 rads —_

For those born after the return, the population would be the difference

between the total population in 30 years, the number of deaths and the

original 550 people or 1134. Thus, the per capita dose for this group

is 8949/1134 = 7.9 rads. For the original 550, the per capita dose is

11,902/550 = 22 rads. The ratio of these two to give an estimate of the

fraction of the full 30 year dose received by the children is 0.36.

The assumption of no deaths in the original 550 returning was made for

simplicity and the lack of good death rate data.

We also compared the age characteristics of the Marshallese from Table IV-3

and the U.S. population in 1970. This comparison is given in the attached

curve. The slopes are similar above age 35 but the magnitudes are distorted

by the high birth rate in the Marshall Islands. However, in terms of the

relative risk the similar slopes suggest that if the natural cancer rates

in the two populations are similar, the relative risk for people above 35 in

both populations would be similar because most of the cancer occurs at ages

from about 40 and above. However, the magnitude of the relative risk in

the U.S. used for the Marshallese will be high by a factor of somewhere

around 2-3 because of the distortion caused by the very high proportion

of young people who have a relatively low natural cancer incidence.

Using the preceding calculations for a population of 550, calculations

were made for other population sizes. For a population of 550 (from preceding):



Deaths in 30 years 164 ~ 160

Births in 30 years 1277 ~ 1300

For a population of 140 (the number that returned to Bikini):

Deaths in 30 years wea > xX = 41.7 ~ 40
L

—
_
| if

 Births in 30 verso = Ta0° X * 3B,~300

For a population of 235:

Deaths in 30 years, ee aE° x = 70.07 ~~70

Births in 30 years, par~ = Xe, x = 545.62 ~ 550

For a population of 350:

164 X
Deaths in 30 years, 550° 350° * = 104.36 —100

Births in 30 years, 2/2 = X , x = 812.63,. 800

 

III. Risk Co cara“ CAMS
a © Co

efficients
——     

At the time the Bikini book was prepared no agency in the U.S. government

had accepted the risk coefficients in BEIR-III. Thus we were constrained

to use risk coefficients from BEIR-I. While not included in the printed

book, risk estimates based on BEIR-III were calculated for comparison

purposes. The following gives the origin of the risk coefficients used.



oo4

="

4 :

nmA. . BEIR-I__

1. Cancer (Tables 3-3 and 3-4)

 

Derived

Cancer deaths/year in U.S. Cancer deaths/10° person rem

from 0.1 rem/year )Ue :

(pop = 197,863,000)

Absolute Relative Absolute Relative

Leukemia 516 738 26 37

Other Cancers

30 year 1210 2436 61 123
elevated risk

lifetime 1485 8340 75 42)
elevated risk

Range 1726-2001 3174-9078 87-101 160-458

From the above the minimium estimate of cancer risk would be given by a

risk coefficient of 87/10

rem.

6 person rem and the maximum by 458/10° person

Thus, these two risk coefficients were used to define a range of

estimated cancer deaths.

——— 2. Genetic Effects (from Page 1 & 2 BEIR-I)

o

  

@. Based on specific defects aS

gyren/30year reproductive generation would cause in the

( first generation 100-1800 cases of dominant diseases and

defects per year (3.6 million births/year) or 5-times this

amount at equilibrium. The 1800 cases represent an increase

of 0.05% incidences per year first generation and 0.25% at =

equilibrium.

al



wo

  

In addition there would be a few chromosomal defects and

recessive diseases and a few congenial defects due to a single

. gene defectg and chromosome aberrations.

TiptotalAncidencelatequittibrinnis1100-to27,000/ygare.

e The total incidence at equilibrium is 1100 to z1,{o00/year. These

at equilibrium, the maximum would be 0.75% or 0.15% in. the first generation.

e These are equivalent to 0.15% per rem at equilibrium and 0.03%/rem

in the first generation.

b. Based on Overall Il] Health -

Overall] il] health: 5% - 50% of i11 health is proportional to the

nufation rate using 20% and doubling dose of 20 rem, 5 rem per generation

_ would eventually lead to a 5% increase in il] health.

Thus the rate of overall il] health is 1%/rem at equilibrium or 0.2%/rem

in first generation.

For estimating the potential genetic derived health defects in the Bikini

| population it was decided to use a risk coefficient of 0.2% per rem in the

i
i
\

S

first generation recognizing that it was probably very conservative.

B.—BEIR-IIT
ACAI

“Tr cancer (Table V-4)



Lifetime Risk of Cancer Death

 

(deaths/10°/rad)

Single exposure to Continous Exposure
10 rad to 1 rad/yr

Model Absolute Relative Absolute Relative

L-Q, EEE a) 226 67 182

L-L, £-0 167 501 158 430

Q-L, Q-L 10 28 --~ ---

2. Birth Defects--pages 166-169 a

(mean parental age = 30 years
Ne 4 f

@ 1 rem per generation (1 rem parentalexposure) per 10° live offspring
a

5 to 75 birth defects, this is 0.0005--0.0075%--First

generation.

e Since the spontaneous rate is given as 10.7%, in the U.S. population,

1 rem will increase the rate from 10.7% to 10.7005--10.7075%.

e In terms of the spontaneous rate 1 rem per generation gives 0.0005 =.
0.0075 0.7 ~

0.000047 = 0.0047% increase and “9 7 = 0.0007 = 0.07% increase.

 

IV. CALCULATIONS OF RISK

Table 1 gives the radiation dose values provided by Dr. Robison for use

in developing estimates of increased health risks in the Bikini population.

famaSKS FOR 14 DIFFERENT LIVING CONDITIONS

1. Cancer Risks |
=—<= ee

Table 3 shpws the calculations for estimates of increased cancer risk

for 14 diferent living conditions.

—
P



2. Birth DefectsRisks_

Table 3 gives the calculations for the estimates of birth defects.

B. RISK ESTIMATES BASED ON BEIR-III
 

Table 4 gives risk estimates based on BEIR-III risk coefficients. These
te

were calculated for comparpzion purposes only and was not used in the

Bikini book. The highest estimates for cancer risk result from using

the linear relative risk model and are about the same as those given in

 

Table 2 for the relative risk model. The lowest estimates result from

the linear-quadratic absolute risk model and are slightly less than those

for the absolute model in Table 2. Thus, as far as estimates of cancer

risk are concefitfed, those obtained using risk coefficients from BEIR-I

are in the same general range as those obtained using risk coefficients

from BEIR-III.

Risk estimates for birth defects obtained using the risk factor from

BEIR-I gives values about three times those obtained using the upper

value of the range of risk factors given in BEIR-III. If BEIR-III

risk factors for bith defects represent a more enlightened assessment

of this potential consequence of radiation exposure than the factor

taken from BEIR-I for overall health defects, then the estimates given

in the Bikini book may be conservative by a factor of three.
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rRuben Zackhras, Acting President and Minister of Transportation and Zz,

Communications

‘Kinja Andrike, Secretary, Education

Merry Bennett, Department of Education

Carmen Bigler, Secretary, Internal Affairs

tAlfred Capelle, College of Micronesia Extension Services

Director and Staff, Marshallese Community Action Agency

William Graham, Chief of Currtculum Development

“Dr. Isaacs, Medical Doctor, Health Services

Tony Johns, Clerk of the Cabinet —

tPhillip Kabua, Acting Chief Secretary

“Marie Maddison, Chairwoman, Public Service Commission

‘Enid McKay, Secretary of Social Services

Menry Samuel, Minister of Health Services

In Honolulu, Hawaii, the following people were visited and/or consulted and

contributed information that was used to formulate the plan:

L~Sister Edna L. Demanche, retired, Univers ity of Hawaii, formerly teacher in

the Marshall Islands

“sim Harpstrite, University of Hawaii, Energy Project, .teacher training for

Micronesia teachers

Robert C. Kiste, Professor of Anthropology, University of Hawaii, anthropolo-

Jo gist with extensive field experience and published work on Marshall Islands

Billiet Edmond and ouise E. Wohl, Pacific Area Language Materials Development

Center, University of Hawaii

Marje Terpstra, University of Hawaii, former instructor in teacher training

at the College of Micronesia at Ponape.

In the United States, during special work on Marshall Island information book-

lets, the following people were consulted:

Alice Buck, Kwajalein, Marshall Islands

Long-time Marshall Islands resident and Marshallese translator

Meleron Jelke, Ebeye, Marshall Islands, Marshallese businessman and translator.
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Bill--

Here are the people that were listed in Carl Unruh‘s trip report.
I don't know if they are officials in the Marshallese Government,
so please put a check by the ones you want to thank. Carl's list
did not have any of the people from the first list I compiled.

Ruben Zackhras

*Phillip Kabua

Kinja Andrike

--Dr. Issacs

Henry Samuel

Bill Graham

‘Jerry Bennett

Enid McKay

Alfred Capelle

Marie Maddison

Sister Edna L. Demanche

Jim Harpstripe

Robert C. Kiste

Billiet Edmond

Louise E. Wohl

Linda

Acting President (Minister of Transportation
and Communication)

Acting Chief Secretary

Secretary of Education

Doctor

Minister of Health

Chief of Curriculum Development

CLT

Social Services

Director of the College of the Marshallese Islands
(College of Micronesia Extension Services)

Chairwoman, Public Service Commission

The Marshallese Community Action Agency
(Director, Acting Director and 10 staff)

Retired

University of Hawaii, Energy Project

Professor of Anthropology, University of Hawaii

Pacific Language Materials Development Center

Pacific Language Materials Development Center.

a4
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8/13/80

Bill:

Bruce's secretary called this morning and gave me names of people you

should discuss with Alice:

Tom Kijiner - Minister of Education Jes

Kinje Andrike - Secretary of Education UMlS Aclative

William seanan - Chief, Programs and Development, Department of Education

Dr. Ezra Siklon - Secretary of Health

Cargen Bigler - Director of Public Affairs

Ae Gere Bennett - Crrrcvecrcleen CSten sin,|Leninawp f Par
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Bill--

Here is a list of people who are officials in the
Government. They are in our files but I honestly
if you met with them.

Iroij Joannes Peter
John Abraham, Magistrate
Sam Livai, Councilman

Abner Edward, Councilman
Benji Gideon, Councilman
Renton Joannes, Councilman
Iroij Benton Abraham
Saimon Samson, Councilman
Saul Abraham, Councilman
Lombwe Mark, Councilman
Sam Luke, Councilman
Moses Abraham, Councilman
Balik Paul, Councilman
Alik Jorem, Councilman
A_ata Kabua, President
Oscar DeBrum, Chief Secretary

Marshallese
don't know

Check this list please and let me know if there are more names
I should add.

Linda
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List of People who helped (in any way) on the Bikini Book © (31)

PA Anderson
RW Baalman (Ray)
VE Bannick
DC Borg (Dr. Donald)
A Buck (Alice, Mrs. Elden)
MA Carlile

-E
J
P

uw

weA

Casarett (George)
Conway (John)
Dunaway (Dr. Paul)

RO Gilbert

a Healy (Jack)
EREKiste

HE Kreuger (Hank)
RO McClellan
T McCraw (Tommy)
S Marks (Sid)
RP Marshall (Bob)

1 tJan)
NT Nero (Norv)
JF Park -
HS Pratt

b—R Ray (Roger)
TSon (Bi

-B—Wachholz(Bruce
JM-Weitsgall
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dune 10 L

e Determine what paragraphs are &xnak in final form

e WKdt-paragraphsrequire-a-smatj-ameunt-of-werk-{Ali4ee-widd-start-on-these}
Determine whatparagraphs require a smal] amount of work (Alice wxkixskart-on-¢hese}-

® Ray, meleran and keorong will sta
on those)

® Bruce, Bill and Jack will start on new material.

Procedure for AxxxaxxRaxxxMatexanxandx translation work on paragraphs requiring small
leee

amount of work: GaleVECoressodaR oe nee fonEshehone Refaeete

e Ray- will -give-the-transtatedmatertal,toMartha.

 

@ Martha will type the material, draw a line through the retyped material and put the draft
with the new version in the File (Date, time, paragraph number on all material)

e Martha will give out retyped version (when? without interrupting the material being worked
on at the moment? Should we have a time of updating notebooks for everyone at the same

time and should I keep all retyped material until then?
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PROCEDURES FOR SECRETARY
folders

Pick up material from outXXKax¥X of transl:tors and scientists

Type material from translators and distribute

Type material from scientists and distribute

When a paragraph has been retyped draw a line through the previous draft

Insert retyped paragraphs into file

Mark on chart when

93



PROCEDURES FOR TRANSLATORS

Mark all translated copy with notation signifying who should receive
copies before giving to Martha for typing (put in MARTHA folder)

Be sure paragraph numbers are on all paragraphs

All work to be translated will be put in your TRANSLATORS folder.

All final copy will be put in your TRANSLATORS folder.

Put your initials on all pages received by you and put them in your
notebook behind the proper number. The latest version always goes on
the top.

When you have completed translating a paragraph, mark it on your chart.

When a paragraph has been finalized, mark. it with a gold star.

34



“PROCEDURES FOR WORK ON BIKINI 7BOOK

Each person will receive a looseleaf notebook for storing material with number's up to 62
aeee Viotetyt e Lb Gi betel, ofSRet he, sa pugs ao, Gh

RNXBAXXHXK “ fate pe
HOBBAXK
K
Ray Baalman 4
Bill Bair \
WSXAKANXAAXKY
Alice Buck
Jack Healy
Meleran Jelke
Keorong Sam
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PROCEDURES FOR SCIENTISTS

Mark all copy with notation signifying who should receive copies
before giving to Martha for typing (put in MARTHA folder)

Be sure paragraph numbers are on all paragraphs

All final’copy will be put in your SCIENTISTS folder.

Put your initials on all pages received by you and put them in your
notebook behind the proper number. The latest version always goes
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When you reach a final version of a paragraph, mark it final and
initial it.

When you have completed a paragraph, mark it on your chart.

When a paragraph has been finalized, mark it with a gold star.
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Tre anges! ateaunt af ra hatin one percen musht ters ive ”

futDye at

Jonanradiation eo iolap (average) bwelen juon armij -
emaron boke iumin 30 yio:

ilo aofeben enbwinnia (whole body) ........ees 0 multe] vc ee ee ee ee ew we nes millwem

ilo nonnonmejiloan dri (bone marrow) -.-.-..-.-- milivem| oe ewe ee eee twee ene millirem
Average ecard tet aon a pet an nth t peewee of spe IO vere

Jonan lénlok in cancer ko bwelen remarofi 5
walok ilo yio kein 30 iman 2...ees % Se ee ee eee tee eee eee ene %
The tte ete Eh er bat nay Ot ate aatter,

the ast TD yee

Melelen, bwe elane enaj wor 73 armij remij ilo Melelen, bwe elane enaj wor £3 arm remij ito
yio ken 30 iman jen jabrewot cancer ijellokin cancer yio kein 30 iman jen jabrewot cancer ijellokin cancer
ko rej watok jen fadiation eo ej walok jen atomic bomb. 0 rej walok jen radiation 0 ej walok jen atomic bomb,
emarofi bar kobatok ' ro rej mij jen cancer ko rej walok emarofn bar kobatok to rej mij jen cancer ko rej walok
jen radiation eo ej walok jen atomic bomb. jen radiation eo ej walok jen afomic bomb.
Trg tease chat ef tngee aautld be BB peaple de actin te Itty means that d tere avuld be FF oevople die within the
feat +f) OH aby cahcer other than fat caucet by take feat 40 years from any cenceofber than that caused by tadis-

hago Fated treeebs Mere ytit tee an ae i Ann fu tian deft fone atomic Gumbds, there saight fe an additonal who ihe
team red Nat ped Uy fathiat nee Gall te ene nb from cancer Cratis caused bey tadiaton tefl from atomic bombs
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Jonan Jdffok in ajiri ro bwelen remarofi totaktok 5 0
kin naninmij in utamwe ilo yio kein 30 iman see wee 7 Lee eee ete ee tee eee eee %
Tee Potanpeed tere at fea fete

av Segue rd

Melelen, bwe elane enaj wor SFO ajiri co rej totaktok
kin naninmij in utamwe walok jen jabrewot un ko
ijellokin radiation eo ej walok jen atomic bomb ilo yio
kein 30 iman, emaron bar kobatok ajici rej lotaktok
hin naniamij in utamwe walok jen radiation eo ej walok jen
atomic bomb.
Thay Mears Dat ad ete were SSO fioded bop ace tagith

detects Go. curhite fant dfiy Cause Goes to abist ov left fegent

ate Fam ah Soe rest 30 pe ats, Ure SHE Le oft
Abbett Ch oStren ten wath defer ts Caused tee fa tratoa feet

Tram Moms ports
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Melelen, bwe elane enaj wor ST ajiri ro rej lotaktok
kin naninmij in wtamwe walok jen jabrewot un ko
ijellokin radration eo ti walok jen atomic bomb ilo yio
kein 30 iman, emarof bar kobatok © ajiri rej lotaktok
kin naniamij in utamwe walok jen radiation eo ej walok jen
atomic bomb.
This means tnatit there were SFO codren dorn with health
defects occuring from any cauae other than radiation sett trom
sami, HONS, within the neat 37 yeors, there ment be an
wtatonat chddren born with defects caused oy Cadiation
Jett trantt utamnee bortbs
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datas 1 year

Jonanfadiation eo iolap (average) bweien juon armij
emarofi boke iumin 30 yio:

ilo aoleben enbwinnin (whole body) ...........-. miter) occ ce wc wee beeen ena ees millicem

ito nonnonmej iloan dri (bone marrow) .. 6.6... 7. millet oc ccc cee eer eee eee ee enes millicem
Average oMwatd altel note a Gerson niptt receive dimei wears

Jonan loflok in cancer ko bwelen remaron 6 - 5
walok ilo yiokein 30 iman . 0... oe ee ee ee % beeen eee tne e eens ee een eeeeees %
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Melelen, bwe elane enaj wor 73 armij remij ilo
yto ken 30 iman jen jabrewot cancer ijellokin cancer
ko rej_walok jen radiation eo ej walok jen afomic bomb,
emaron bar kobatok * £0 rej mij jen cancer ko rej walok
jen radiation eo ej walok jen atomic bomd.
This ieany ihe dl tnpre aauld be & 3 bape het ante Poe

neat YD peat es any Concer otiet that: fiat cansed hy sauba

 

fing felt bey atone tems. there aupht Ge aa adionat ate fae
fea erica Mgt ec aged try parbeatetets fete deiae teea T ube,

Jonan loilok in ajiri co bwelen remacofi lotaktok
kin naninmij in utamweilo yio kein 30 iman...........
Je hat +L tatabrett taea Gea fete t
  

 

Melelen, bwe elane enaj wor 550 ajiti co tej lotaktok
kin naninmij in utamwe walok jen jabrewot un ko
ijellokin radiation eo ej walok jen alomic bombilo yio
kein 30 iman, emaron bart kobatok |” ajiri rej lotaktok
kin naniamij in utamwe walok jen radiation eo ej walok jen
atomic bomb.
Ths mess that il ere were 550 Theden bora ata beat
setects OLurth! fron any Cabse etter tian cadet ca ‘eft font
stem pomts, aaptee vert 30 years, inere ang fe oft
anddional  Cnedren Loan wath detects Cased tre Ca tration tet?
from atau feat,

 

Melelen, bwe elane enaj wor 73 amiremij ilo
yio kein 30 iman jen jabrewotcancer ijelfokin cancer
0 rejwalok jen radiation eo ej walok jen atomic bomb,
emaron bar kobatok to rej mij jen cancer ko rej walok
jen radiation eo ej walok yen atomic bomb.
Ins means that d there would be FF neople die within the
neat 30 years from any concer olner than that caused by radia-
tion iett fom atomic bombs, there sight be an additonal who die
tear Cancer tat ts caused bv radiation lelt from atomic bombs 
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Meleten, bwe elane enaj wor S52 ajiri co caj lotaktok
kin naninmij in utamwe walok jen jabrewot un ko
iyellokin radation eo ti walok jen atomic bomb ilo yio
kein 30iman, emarofi bar kobatok © ajiri rej lotaktok
kin naninmij in ulamwe walok jen radiation eo ej walok jen
atomic bomb.

Enis means that t there were SSO ciuidren born with heatth
delects occuring trom any Cduoe other than tadiation left from
fom Sonbs, wither the meat 30 years, there might be ant
sitonal children bora with defects caused by radiation
fet trae atadue boards 
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Jonanradiation eo iolap (average) bwelen juon armij
emaron boke iumin 30 yio:

ilo aoleben enbwinnin (whole body) .........0-05. millirem| oe ee eee eee eee te eens millitem

ito nonnonmej iloan dri (bone marrow) ...-.-2-.5. mite oceecert teens millirem
Average arent abtat anon 2 nero net treceave dining JO ved

Jonan 1dflok in cancer ko bwelen remaroit
wafok ilo yio kein 30 iman 7...ee ee ee % mee ee ee eee tee eee teens %
The dneee ate ete er et i at maght aecur acthats

the rear A yee

Meleten, bwe elane enaj wor #3 armij remijilo Melelen, bwe elane enaj wor #3 arm remij ilo
yio ken 30 iman jen jabrewot cancer ijellokin cancer rio kein 30 iman jen jabrewotcancer ijellokin cancer
ko rej_walok jen radiation eo ej walok jen atomic bomb, © rejwalok jen radiation ¢0 ej walok jen atomic bomb,
emaron bar kobatok ‘ro rej mij jen cancer ko re} walok emarori bar kobatok ro ce} mij jen cancer ko rej walok
jen sadiation eo ej walok jen atombomb. jen radiation eo ej walok jen atomic bomb.
Tis messy chattne would be P peagte dee asihin te This mears that d there would be FF ovople die within the
neat SU sear te, any Cancers other thar fst cased by tadea heat 30 year, tram any cancer other than that Caused by radia-
ban tel ben ate bombs. there aught be aa adiitanat ate fe ton jelt framatoauc Sombs, there might be an additonal who die
fron cancergh cere dd fy partiatiets 8tee ater et ndt, ftom Cancet that is Caused by cadiaton felt from atomic bombs

Jonan léiilok in ajiri ro bwelen remarofi totaktok ‘
kin naninmij in utamweilo yio kein 30 iman...........
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Melelen, bwe elane enaj wor 520 ajiri ro rej lotaktok
kin naninmij in utamwe walok jen jabrewot un ko
ijetlokin radiation eo ej walok jen alomic bomb ilo yio
kein 30 iman, emaron bar kobatok . ajiri rej totaktok
kin naniamij in utamwe walok jen tadtation eo ej watok jen
atomic bomb.
Hus mee’ s fiattere were SS0 hid eo ban wea beth
Jetecty Go Unite tram any Cauoe ated then cadgeat on ‘eft trom
atomic Goh, wittan Te ver! 30 years, inere maynt be an

eth at CP den DOE aildefects Cased De fa batter lett
SOM ated beat fe,
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Melelen, bwe elane enaj wor 55% ajiri ro rej totaktok
kin naninmij in utamwe walok jen jabrewot un ko
ijellokin fadiation eo ej walok jen afomic bombilo yio
kein 30 iman, emarofi bar kobatok © ajiti rej lotaktok
kin naninmij in utamwe walok jen radiation eo ej walok jen
atomic bomb.
{his means that there were SSO children born with heath
oefects vccurmmng from am cause other than radiation lett trom
aiomic DoMbs, within the nest 30 years, there might be ast
adntonal children bora with defects caused by radiation
left tram alone babs
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Jonan radration eo iolap (average) bwelen juon armij
emaron boke iumin 30 yio:

ilo aoleben enbwinnia (whole body) .....-+ecee0e mitre oe we eee eee meet meee tne millrem

 

ilo nonnonmej iloan dri (bone marrow) -.-- + 5-6-5 mirem| ce eee eee ent eee ee eee millirem
Average am Sab gal tent ad petred egtl gece te day BY year

Jonan ldiilok in cancer ko bwelen remarofi
% %walok ilo yio kein 30 man... .. « - - Lee tee eee ce eee ee eee eee eee ete eens 0

This ie te eet thot Ah tat athe

Melelen, bwe elane enaj wor $3 armij remij ilo
yio ken 30 iman jen jabrewot cancer ijellokin cancer
ko rej walok jen radiation eo ej walok jen atomic bomb,
emaron bar kobatok ‘ £0 rej mij jen cancer ko rej walok
jen radiation eo ej walok jen atomic bomb.
This teeth iba teeta antl fee 53 eagle der ante the  

   

 

   

   

Melelen, bwe elane enaj wor 53 atm) semij ilo
rie kein 30 iman jen jabrewotcancer ijellokin cancer
0 rej wafok jen radiation eo ej wafok jen afomic bomb,
emaron bar hobatok 10 rej mij jen cancer ko rej walok
jen radiation eo ej walok jen atomic bomb.
Itus means that f there auld be 53 seople de within the
neat 39 years from any cancer other than that Caused hy radea- 
 

neal SU att ot Wy ancec other Mar thet Caneedd by tthe :
fran ttt fed tenis Gorite there Li te at aditibultal ates fee ton fett fom atom bombs, there might pe an aduihanat who the
tye en Heaths Cop edg tty eatfiator ie tea ote doh truat cancer Urat ty Caused by fadtatenn left trent atomec nombs
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Jonan \dftok in ajiri ro bwelen remarofi lotaktok ¢. 5

kin naniamij in utamwe ilo yio kein 30 iman tee wee 70 eee te eee eee ee te eee %
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Mefelen, bwe etane enaj wor 352  ajiti ro rej totaktok
kin naninmij in utamwe walok jen jabrewot un ko
ijellokin radiation eo ej walok jen atomic bomb ilo yio
kein 30 iman, emaron bar kobatok ajiri rej lotaktok
kin naninmij in utamwe walok jen radiation eo ej walok jen
atomic bomb.
Pcie Spat ft ere bere 350 fat on ta ante beat

TureTh, ANY Cau e Gibee th oa fet teen

com atte tie pest 20 years, thet sagt be oft
Chedten been ate detects cae ed te Laden felt

 

  

Melelen. bwe elane enaj wor 356 ajiri ro cej fotaktok
kin naninmij in utamwe walok jen jabrewot un ko .
ijellokin radtation eo ej walok jen afomic bombilo yio
kein 30iman, emarofi bar kobatok “_ajiri rej lotaktok
kin naninmij in utamwe walok jen radiation eo ej walok jen
atomic bomb.
This means that if there were 3S0, childten born with heatth
defects yocurring from any Cate other than tadtation «ett from
aigime vombs. within the nest 30 years, there might be an
atamonal children born with detects caused by fadlation
tefl trom stompombs 
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 Jonan loAlok in cancer ko bwelen remaron
waiok ilo yio kein 30 iman........rn
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Melelen, bwe elane enaj wor $3 armij remij ilo
yio ken 30 iman jen jabrewot cancer ijellokia cancer
ko rej walok jen radiation eo ej walok jen atomic bomb.
emaroni bar kobatok ‘ra rej mij jen cancer ko rej walok
jen radration eo ej walok jen atomic bomb.
Trig eer hatthere woul be $3 trople dae aati the

neat WW year tteang Cancer atber thar pagerd by pale
hemby there auyht Stina d st ae feefon ie tt fe ov atom

Spee ne gt yeah by eatfeatine 8bea ee 1 onde

 

   

 

     
 Jonan ldfilok in ajiri ro bwelen remarofi lotaktok
kin naniamij in utamwe ilo yio kein 30 iman. 2.0.0...
they Peteter at teat Gh

we Le cee et

Melelen, bwe elane enaj wor 3S  ajiri ro rej totaktok
kin naninmij in utamwe walok jen jabrewot un ko
ijellokin radiation eo ej walok jen atomic bomb ilo yio
kein 30 iman, emaron bar kobatok _ajiri rej lotaktok
kin naniamij in ulamwe walok jen radiation eo ej walok jen
atomic bomb. .

pet ee ae 350 hat on basa ade teadi
ylang fern aay Cale Giber tha sada® cat fet fore

Lamha a toe west 20 years, ther nugnt te at
sedifen LOE witty defects Cac ed the faudtal cut fett
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Melelen, bwe elane enaj wor 53  armij remij ilo
yio kein 30 imanjen jabrewot, cancerijellokin cancer
0 rej wasok jen radiation to ej walok jen atomic bomb,
emaron bar kobatok to rej mij jen cancer ko rej walok
jen radiation eo ej walok yen atomic bomo.
This means that ft there would be S73 ovople de within the
neal 39D years fron any cencer other than that caused by ¢adia-
tion felt trout atume Bombs, there mnght oe an additional who de
trot Cancer frat is caused Oy fadiaCon lett front atomic bombs
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Melelen, bwe elane enaj wor 350,_ajiri 10 rej Iotaktot
kin naninmij in utamwe walok jen jabrewot wn ko
ijellokin radiation eo tj walok jen afomic bombile yio
kein 30 iman, emarofi bar kobatok ——_ajiri rej lotaktok
kin naninmij in utamwe walok jen radtation eo ej walok jen
atomic bomb.
Thy means that tf there were 350. children born with hea‘th
detects cccuriing from any Cause other than radiation lett from
atomic bombs. arttin the next 30 yeers, there might be an
adutanal  cnddren harn with delects Caused by radiation
lett troay temic bombs
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Jonan radiation eo ae(average) bwelen juon armij
emason boke iumin 30

ilo aoleben enbwinnin“whole body)... 6. cc ee eee millirem

ilo noanonmej iloanari (bone marrow) ..- 56-6 eee millirem
Averape om ttn et De en may t pecese bang: dl year

Jonan l6flok in cancer ko bwelen remaroii 5
walokilo yio kein 30 iman .. .. . Lee ee we eee eee %
Peete ans at A
Wag awot age

Melelen, bwe elane enaj wor 35 armij remij ilo
yio ken 30 iman jen jabrewot cancer ijellokin cancer
ko rej walok jen radiation eo ej walok jen atomic bomb.
emaron bar kobatok " 10 re} mij jen cancer ko rej walok
jen radiation eo ej walok jen atomic bomb.  Pree er tt pete ag pte fregte de achen p+
teat WyeTo atte tee athen that Piet Cansed fy dacha
fee fett te at or tet ede atptt Gee eo ational aes fee

fy oe ae otet ee Py tap at cer hE bee abefete,

See weer eee cree wwe ee ee tw eee we militem

mullerem

milirem

Melelen, bwe elane enaj wor 3 = ami) remij ilo
yio kein 30 iman jen jabrewot cancer ijetlokin cancer
© rejwalok jen radiation eo ej walok jen atomic bomb,

emarofi bar kobatok to tej mij jen cancer ko rej walok
jen radiation eo ej walok yen alomic bomb.
Ihe means jnat ot there wouta be 2S” feaple coe asthin the
tet at 30 vears trom any cancer other inan that Caused by ragia-
tron lef fom atom: burbs, thereptt oe an additonal who ie
from cancer that as causert bs taditor lef trom atomic pembs

 
Jonan \ofilok in ajiri ro bwelen remarofi lotaktok . o 5

kin naninmij in utamwe ilo yio kein 30 iman. ..-...-. - . % eee ee hee ete tte en te eee ees %
The yr one boatbots ast Sata fete! :

atlanta seat se

Metelen, bwe elane enaj wor o3S5- ajiri co rej lotaktok
kin naninmij in utamwe walok jen jabrewot un ko
ijellokin radiation eo ej walok jen atomic bomb ilo yio
kein 30 iman, emaron bar kobatok . ajiri rej totaktok
kin naninmij in utamwe walok jen radiation eo ej walok jen
atomrc bomb.
Diag Mee nt at ete were ISS ory on burn wile begin
Welagts oo urut,, Moet any Cau a other than cadatuan ‘ett trort
aon GOs witha the nest 30 years, here maint be an
witians fren born alt detects Caused the canesion tet!
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Meleten, bwe elane enaj wor 335" ajiri ro rej lotaktok
kin naninmij in utamwe walok jen jabrewot un ko
ijellokin radiation eo ej walok jen atomic bombilo yio
kein 30 iman, emaron bar kobatok " ajiri rej fotaktok
kin naninmij in utamwe walok jen radiation eo ej walok jen
atomic bomb.
This means thatthere were a3e chifdren born with health
defects occutmng trom any Cayce utter than radiation left trom
atomic bombs ailtn the nert 30 years, there meght be an
wihkidtional cmbtren born with defects caused Oy radiation
lett trom atemic bombs
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Jonanradiation eo iolap (average) bwelen juon armij
ematon boke iumin 30 yio

ilo aoleben enbwinnin (whole body} .....-. 0.0 ae MUOeene encase millirem

ilo nonnonmej iloan dri (bone marrow)... 6.2.2 ee millvemy oo ewe ee ee ew eee eens milltem
Ayetape ser tbe a Let engti nes ve Earn Ub years ‘

Jonan ldnlok in cancer ko bwelen remaron

watok ilo yio kein30 iman -. 0. oso eevee eee % see tee eee see ee eee eee %
die eteeat tei tae OW A :

Wtee

Melelen, bwe elane enaj wor 25° armij remij ilo Melelen, bwe elane enaj wor 3 S armij remij ilo
yio ken 30 iman jen jabrewot cancer ijelfokin cancer yio kein 30;iman jen jabrewot cancerijellokin cancer
ko rej walok jen radiation eo ej walok jen atomic bomb, 0 rej¥walok jen radiation eo ej walok jen atomic bomb,
emaron bar kobatok © ro rej mij jen cancer ko tej walok emarofi bar kobatok (0 rej mij jen cancer ko cej walok
jen radiation eo ej walok jen atomic bomb. jen radiation eo ej walok yen atomic bomb.
Preee Pape anal be 25 Leuple die actin b+ This means [nat d there would be 3 s neaule die aithin the
Rete oat meet ater thar tet caused ty rautta feat 30 years trom any cencer other than that caused by a dra-
toon ie ttt aloe terad there anytht oe ait * are foe frog lett tram atom. burbs, thete capht be aa additonal who die
fyonpe Pep ep a hy tadbaton tee aonb. front cancer that ty caused bs radhalon lett from atomic Dombs
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kin naninmij in utamweilo yio kein 30 man. . tee Y Ce ee eee ee ee eee ete eee %
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Melelen, bwe elane enaj wor 35 ajiri so rey lotaktok
kin naninmij in utamwe walok jen jabrewot un ko
ijellokin radiation eo ej walok jen atomic bombilo yio
kein 30 iman, emaron bar kobatok ajiti rej totaktok
kia naninmij in utamwe walok jen radiation eo ej walok jen
atomic bomb.
The Mes o fisted there ante a3t fad en born wain healia

detects coo utaa. trom any Cause oiler tnan daideat on ‘ett trom

at comity aittin the nert 30 pears, there Gayot be an
abbyy. footie porn alin detects Caused fe Cadiaton belt
HOM alte boty

  

Meleten, bwe elane enaj wor 23s" ajiri ro rej lotaktok
kin naninmij in utamwe walok jen jabrewot un ko
ijellokin radiation eo ej walok jen atomicbomb ilo yio
kein 30 iman, emarofi bar kobatok " ajiri rej lotaktok
kin naninmij in utamwe walok jen radiation eo ej walok jen
atomic bomb.
Ihts means that i there were AIT chidsen born with heatth
defects occutnng from any Cause uther than radiation lett trom
atomic Dombs, within the ners 30 years, (here qught be an
atintonat | emidcen born with defects caused by radiation 
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fett trom atermc bombs
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Jonan radiation eo iotap (average) bweien juon armij
emarofi boke iumin 30 y .

ilo aoleben enbwinnin(whole body) ..... +--+... mire oeee ee eee mmullirem

ilo nonnonmej iloan dri (bone matrow) » 6... 6 ee millttem) oeee ee ee vee eee millicom
Average an Pattee eg 6 fer enPht pee eiHery Ri vege

Jonan \éfilok in cancer ko bwelen remaroi 0 ,
walok ito yia kein 30iman eee ee eens Lees % cee ee ete nent teen ene eaes %
fine pte re tse . a’ fat we ARS

Wy ast tt yee

Melelen, bwe elane enaj wor a5 armij remij ilo Meleten, bwe elane enaj wor 3 > arm) remij ilo
yio ken 30 imanjen jabrewot cancer ijellokin cancer rio kein 30 iman jen jabrewot cancer ijellokin cancer
ko rej wafok jen radiation eo ej walok jen 2fomic bomb, o rejwatok jen radialion eo ej walok jen atomic bomb,
emason bar kobatok ’ 10 rej mij jen cancer ko rej walok emarofi bar kobatok 10 rej mij jen cancer ko rej walok
jen radration eo ej walok jen atomic bomb. jen radiation eo ej walok yen atomic gomd.
Pee MO Pipe afe Levtnde dee eetthe Ines means that of there wood be 2 s neople cie anthia the
Net deany ameer other thar fret Gaed Ly nade ital 30 years from) any cancer other than that Caused by tadia-
tag de le atone hee there cragit Coe eo ateuiodal at afer tian jeff dract atomGur bs. there mupht oe an additional who die
tee et ey eab by padat a ot te tee fond trom cancer thet es caused by tadiatad lett trait atoatie Bontbs

Jonan lGflok in ajiti ro bwelen cemaron lotaktok 3 . oy

kin naninmij in utarweito yio kein 30 iman... 2... ae + Scene eb eben cea t eet ee ene “0
fre ye thee ste tt herth Bate ate Meat fete t

atta Uae eet ete

Melelen, bwe elane enaj wor a3 ajiri co rej totaktok
kin naninmij in utamwe walok jen jabrewot un ko
ijellokin radiation eo ej walok jen atomic bombilo yio
kein 30 iman, emacon bac kobatok ajiri rej Jotaktok
kin naninmij in utamwe walok jen radiation eo ej walok jen
afomie bomb.
iby Mrs 5 Vial t taete vere 3s.Thad so bara ada hearth

detects oc atten. far any Cau le Glhes naa cadtat on fett tram
atemc garite adh the pert 0 pears, there sugnt te an
anddign4 tordten born with defects Caused Oe Cadsaton teft
farm afore fa tteley  

Melelen, bwe elane enaj wor ois ajiri ro rej Jotaktok
kia naninmij in utamwe walok jen jabrewot un ko’
ijellokin radiation eo ej walok jen atomicbomd ilo yic
kein 30 iman, emarofi bar kobatok — ajiri rej fotaktok
kin naniomij in utamwe wafok jen radiation eo ej walok jen
atomic bomb.
fms means that d there were AIS chuidsen born with heaith
delects occutrmng from any cause thar than radiation lett Irom
atomGames, eitlen the nest 30 years, there night be an
wtitonal ctildeen bom with detects caused byfadiation
let} from atomic bombs
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Jonansadration eo iolap (average) bwelen juon armij
emaron boke iumin 30 yio:

ilo aoleben enbwinnin (whole body) ..........04. milter) oe cece eee enone milhrem

ilo nonnonmej itoan dri (bone marrow) ... 26 ee es millirem| oo ce we ew ee ee ee ew ee wees millirem
Average ate. cede ant dg fenton mgt tee eave dang gab year

Jonan 16Alok in cancer ko bwelen remaron 0
waiok ilo yio kein 30 iman «2.6... eee eee eee % Cee ee eee eee teen we eee nee %
Thence et ee te sayecu atta

he teen OTE yee

Melelen, bwe elane enaj wor $3 armij remij ilo Melelen, bwe elane enaj wor F3 armij remij ilo
yio ken 30 iman jen jabrewot cancer ijellokin cancer ric kein 30 iman jen jabrewotcancer ijellokin cancer
ko rej walok jen radiation eo ej watok jen atomic bomb. © rej walok jen radiation eo e] walok jen afomic bomb,
emaron bar kobatok ‘10 rej mij jen cancer ko rej walok emarofi bar kobatok ro rej mij jen cancer ko rej walok
jen radiation eo ej walok jen alomic bomb. jen radiation eo ej walok yen atomic Domb. .
Tras rar iba et rigte anube FB people de aatia he Ins means that 4 there avuld be S72 ncople die within the
neal SO yee tot ay Cancer ather Mar Prat caneed by rathe neal 39 years from any cencer other than that caused by tad.a-
hari aterm bombs ttete iagtht te ae adehonal ae fe ton Jett fom atoauc bombs, there might be an additonal who de
tee rene hate Ce pedd fy Caddeatne GP fe ae atone bonle from cancet that is caused by cadialon lett from atomic bombs

a

Jonan l6flok in ajiri ro bwelen remarofi lotaktok ° 0
kin naniamij in utamwe ilo yio kein 30 iman. . . . . . wees % Lm ee ee eee eee ew te eee %
eye, Dota den baer ae feet eet

ATT DT a tte

Metelen, bwe elane enaj wor 3$0 ajiri co rej lotaktok
kin naninmij in utamwe walok jen jabrewot un ko
ijellokin radiation eo ej walok jen atomic bombilo yio
kein 30iman, emaron bar kobatok ajiri rej lotaktok
kin naniamij in utamwe walok jen radiation eo ej walok jen
atomic bomb.
Pel Mee. teat fo ere were 350 fet ent rere: vata: betty

uerects tk ureeny fran; ghy Cadce Gbeet tt ra ation felt fron
COGanton tee iter 30 years, Mets migat be an

ctediten LOE atte detects ca ced the Cadtatcas tet!

Thos aterfate fs

 

   
  

 

 
Melelen, bwe elane enaj wor 350 ajiri ro rej lotaktok
kin naninmij in utamwe walok jen jabrewot un ko
ijellokin radiation eo ej walok jen atomic bombilo yio
kein 30 iman, emarofi bar kobatok ——ajiri rej lotaktok
kin naninmij in utamwe walok jen radiation eo ej walok jen
atomic bomb.
Thus means that if there were 35. chuldren born with hea'th
defects ccutring from any cause other than radiation left tram
ative osmbs acthin the nest 30 years. there mught be an
ataibonal chrliren bord with detects caused by radration
Jett tomy stome bombs
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Jonanradiation eo iolap (average) bwelen juon armij s
emaroni boke iumin 30 y

ilo aofeben enbwinnia“(whole body} .. 6.2... snes miliremy oceeee ee eee millirem

ilo nonnonmej iloan dri (bone marrow) --...-.-.-- miliremy oo ee ee es rrr millirem
Ayergpe gn bad Dahon da per en tape th tecve dong 30 years

Jonan l6flok in cancer ko bwelen remaroti 0
walok ilo yio kein 30 iman «6.6... eee eee % Seek e ee ee tee eee eee beeen eees %
Tie ate tees ote eb thot taget lu alters
Wariat fye

Melelen, bwe elane enaj wor 35 armij remij ilo Melelen, bwe elane enaj wor . ST aij remij ito
yio ken 30 iman jen jabrewot cancerijellokin cancer yio kein 30 iman jen jabrewot, cancer ijellokin cancer
ko rej walok jen radiation eo ej walok jen atomic bomb, 0 rej walok jen radiation eo ej walok jen atomic bomb,
emaron bar kobatok ’ ro rej mij jen cancer ko rej walok emarofi bar kobatok to rej mij jen cancer ko rej walok
jen radration eo ej walok jen afomic bomb. jen radiation eo ej walok jen atomic bomb.
Ing mete tigers aoutd be 2S people de actin the This means that d there would be FS oeople die within the
Reet dee cr any Cancer other that that caused by cata neal 30 years fram any cancer other than thal caused by sadia-
tine deft fe ateae bomie there aight Gea additonal awhe de finn tett (rom atone bumbs, there might be an additional who die
fro ceret ed tty faricatne 6 U) tren stearne tombs trom cancer that» caused bs cadtahon lett {rom atomic bombs .

Jonan lofilok in ajiri ro bweten remarof fotaktok *
kin naninmij in utamwe ilo yio kein 30 iman.... 0.0.0...
Thee ye ate be tmbiea bats ate Searfete!

atthan the to aye

Melelen, bwe elane enaj wor o3S- ajiti ro rej lotaktok
kin naninmij in utamwe walok jen jabrewot un ko
ijellokin radtation eo ej walok jen atomic bomb ilo yio
kein 30 iman, emaron bar kobatok . ajiri rej lotaktok
kin naninmij in utamwe walok jen radiation eo ej walok jen
atomic bomb.

Ifdy Mer o Urttat there were 335.hed on borat witit teatth
detects we wrens front any Cage other than radsaton lett from
atomic Comb, aathat the nert 30 years, there ongnt be an
anadiony cosdien bom wilh defects caused dy radiation left
from ate Mat haters,

 

 
Melelen, bwe elane enaj wor #3” aiiri ro r9j lotaktok
kin naninmij in utamwe walok jen jabrewot un ko
ijellokin radiation eo ej walok jen atomic bombilo yio
kein 30iman, emarof bar kobatok “ ajiri rej fotaktok
kin naninmij in utamwe walok jenradiation eo ej walok jen
atomic bomb.
This means that d there were AIT chiidren born with health
defects occuring rom any Cause other than radiation lett from
atomic bombs within the next 30 years, there might be an
adtational children born with defects caused by radiation
fett fram atomic bombs
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Jonanradiation e0 iolap (average) bwelen juon armij
emarofi boke iumin 30yio:

ilo aoleben enbwinnin (whole body) . tee eee eee miliremt 0eeee ew ete eee milleem

ilo nonnonmej iloan dei (bone marrow) ©... +. 6-22... cL)rr millirem
Average aMabtat ation a fer on IDET fee eigee ef agetig GO yee. °

Jonan téfilok in cancer ko bwelen remarofi 0
watok ilo yio kein 30 man... 0 ee eee % Lecce cece ce ee eee e ee neeeens %
The itethete ate et Mat date Goon artiets

Thy watyea

Melelen, bwe elane enaj wor 73 armij remij ilo Melelen, bwe elane enaj wor £3 armij remij ilo
yio ken 30 iman jen jabrewot cancerijellokin cancer yio kein 30 iman jen jabrewot cancer ijetlokin cancer
ko cej_walok jen radiation eo ef walok jen alomic bomb, © tejwalok jen radiation eo ej walok jen atomic bomb,
emaron bar kobatok ‘ro rej mij jen cancer ko ej walok emarofi bar kobatok ro rej mij jen cancer ko rej walok
jen radiation eo ej walok jen atomic bomb. jen radiation eo ej walok jen atomic bomb.

Tas reais that of tigre aout be BB penple die cain the This means that d there would be f2 neople die within the

feet GU years th. aly Cancer other thar ‘et cased by taba eat WO yeats from any caticet other {han that caused by radia-

bond tle watebomb. there aught Ge aa aetetdipial owtthe ban jeft fon atone bombs, there ought be an additionat who die

feegay oagred Mate cegred dey fadteation Ge teatee ub onby, trow cancer that es caused by cadiaton Jett from atomic bombs

. \

Jonan ldfilok in ajiri ro bwelen remarofi lotaktok ¥ 5

kin naninmij in utamweilo yio kein 30 iman........... % Se ee ee ee eee eee ee eee %
he gets eo biden bore ast feat fete

AULT Ee tat fe ge ot

Meleten, bwe elane enaj wor 550  ajiri ro rej lotaktok
kin naninmij in utamwe walok jen jabrewot un ko
ijellokin radiation eo ej walok jen atomic bombilo yio
kein 30 iman, emaron bar kobatok . ajiri rej lotaktok
kin naninmij in utamwe walok jen radiation eo ej walok jen
atomic bomb.
Ts Meets Dot laere were S50 chien bere owita heath
detects O.curray fron’ aay Cause other than cadeaton tell trom
atome bombs. sittin the nert 30 years, there ognt be an
atiduivnal chatter boro with defects caused the Cadratecrt lett
trom atone te tets

Meielen, bwe elane enaj wor S56 ajiri ro rej Jotaktok
kin naninmij in utamwe walok jen jabrewot un ko
ijellokin radiation ev ej walok jen atomic bomb ilo yio
kein 30iman, emarofi bar kobatok © . ajiri rej lotaktok
kin naninmij in utamwe walok jen radiation eo ej walok jen
atomic bomb.
Ths means thatthere were SSO chitdren born with health
detects occutring from any Cause other than radiation lett from
atomic bombs, within the next 30 years, there might be an
aditionat children born with defects caused by radiation
feft from atone bombs
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Jonanradiation eo iolap (average) bwelen juon armij
emaron boke iumin 30 yio:

ilo aoleben enbwinnin (whole body) ........~ waa mille] oe ee ee tw ew eee millirem

ilo nonnonmejiloan dri (bone marrow) . 2... +. ++. millirem) occ ew et te we tee eee millrem
Average amo, tnt be hed per en apt t tees ige dare! Hb year

Jonan ldalok in cancer ko bwelen remaron
walok ilo yio kein 30 iman ....... . « cee eee eee % ee eee eee ee eee ee ees %
Tie aeat Seah ecu aking
Wye ret MD yee

Melelen, bwe elane enaj wor $3 armij remij ilo Melelen, bwe elane enaj wor 53 armij remij ilo
yio ken 30 iman jen jabrewot cancer ijellokin cancer yio kein 30 iman jen jabrewotcancer ijellokin cancer
ko rej walok jen radiation eo ej walok jen atomic bomb. 0 rejwalok jen radiation eo ej, walok jen atomic bomb,
emarofi bar kobatok ' ro rej mij jen cancer ko rej walok emaroii bat kobatok ro rej mij jen cancer ko rej walok
jen radiation eo ej walok jen atomic bomb. jen radiation eo ej walok jen atomic bomb.
Has aecern thar et tapeantl be FB people die vita the Tins means thal there would be $3 neople die within the
nent WU yea tick ty Cancer other Mak that cansed by nadie next 30 years from any cencer other than that caused by radia-
fron et feaater Somte, There aeytht Gee tl aetetitians al aie dt tion felt trem atombombs, there might be an additional who die
from coeer Gate ce gd by nedeation GO frum cea bh oinh ttm Cancet that 1s caused by radiation fett trom atomic bombs

Jonan ldfilok in ajiri ro bwelen remarofi lotaktok ¥ ,
kin naninmij in utamwe ilo yio kein 30 iman. 2.6... . % Lecce eee nese bene eeceneeaeeed %
Theyre. ee ed Matittem beat aati t Cte t

atten ile cet ree

Melelen, bwe elane enaj wor 350 ajiri co sej lotaktok
kin naninmij in utamwe walok jen jabrewot un ko
ijellokin radiation eo ej walok jen atomic bombilo yio
kein 30 iman, emaron bar kobatok ajiri rej lotaktok
kin naninmij in utamwe walok jen radiation eo ej walok jen
atomic bomb.
ins meecss tattle! tere were 350 hint on tera adie heath
detects oc cunimy tana ddy Cause Other tran raduton fett trom
alec bomt). adhe tie test 3G years, ther: qugnt be an
anbtratal chedies born wits defects Case ed ty tadiated tet!
from ats ue febedes

   
Melelen, bwe elane enaj wor 35° ajiri ro rej lotaktok
kin naninmij in utamwe walok jen jabrewot un ko
ijellokin radiation eo ej walok jen atomic bombilo yio
kein 30 iman, emaron bar kobatok © ajirirej lotaktok
kin naninmij in utamwe watok jen radiation eo ej walok jen
atomic bomb.
This means that df there were 3Fo. children born with heatth
defects occurring from any cause other than radiation left {rom
atomic bombs, within the next 30 years, there might be an
adational children horn with defects caused by radiation
left Hom atomic bombs
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Jonanradiation eo iolap (average) bwelen juon armij
emaron boke iumin 30 yio:

ilo aoleben enbwinnin (whole body) ............. milirem) oo we ee eee eee mullirem

ilo nonnonmej iloan dri (bone marrow) ......--..-. miltirem sane n ee eae rare millirem
Average Pt Dabs: deed per ce apt teense fap WU yea

Jonan ldalok in cancer ko bwelen remaron
walok ilo yio kein 30 iman. . wee ae eee bee eae : % eee ee eee eae eee e ees %
UeInte oa ee TE HE UCU terfbite
heme tye a

Melelen, bwe elane enaj wor armij remij ilo Meleten, bwe elane enaj wor armij remij ilo
yio ken 30 iman jen jabrewot cancer ijellokin cancer yio kein 30 iman jen jabrewot. cancerijellokin cancer
ko rej walok jen radiation eo ej walok jen atomic bomb, o rejwalok jen radiation eo ej walok jen atomic bomb,
emaroti bar kobatok ' ro rej mij jen cancer ko rej walok emaroti bar kobatok to rej mij jen cancer ko rej walok
jen radiation eo ej walok jen atomic bomb. jen radiation eo ej walok jen atomic bomb.
This sree ibat el inpre would be people die vaitun the Thus means that if there would be oeople die withta the
teat W year tia any Cancer otter than thal caused by tadta heat 30 years from any Cancer other than that caused by radia-
fone fean atone bombs. there aught bea additonal whe dee tion feft from atomic bombs, there might be an additional” who die
frone concen that Cagced ty fadtation bat feaatone bemnhs, from cancer that iy caused by tadiahen feft from atomic bombs

Jonan lofilok in ajiri ro bwelen remarofi lotaktok P

kin naninmij in utamweilo yio kein 30 iman...... 6.2... % See eee eee eee eee ee eae %
The pes tena hc taddeen totte ate heaitle deteats

aaithort the peat dle geet

Melelen, bwe elane enaj wor ajiri ro rej lotaktok
kin naninmij in utamwe walok jen jabrewot un ko
ijellokin radiation eo ej walok jen atomic bombilo yio
kein 30 iman, emaron bar kobatok . ajiri rej lotaktok
kin naniamij in utamwe watokjen fadiation eo ej walok jen
atomic bomb.
tris meaus Catthere were chideen born with health
defects accurimy from any cause other than radsation fett trom
atomic tonity,, within the next 30 years, there night be an
anddianal Cinidren born with defects Caused by cadiation lett
from atamne fraitty.  

Melelen, bwe elane enaj wor ajiri ro rej lotaktok
kin naninmij in utamwe walok jen jabrewot un ko
ijellokin radiation ea ej walok jen atomic bombilo yio
kein 30 iman, emarofi bar kobatok © ajiri rej lotaktok
kin naninmij in utamwe walok jen radiation eo ej walok jen
atomic bomb.
His means that ef there were . children born with health
defects occuring trom any cause other than radiation feft from
atomic bombs, within the next 30 years, there might be an
additional chddten born with defects caused by radiation
left from: atoms boinbs
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From Ray Baalman Via Telephone, 4/8/80

1. Why is Bikini hotter than Enewetak (They did not explain)

2. We don't know exactly what land is missing though we mention it in the
book. Not sure exactly where that is. The people wanted to know about it.

3. We didn't know whether or not coconuts were present on Bikini at the time
of the cleanup and if there were why. weren't they used to make measurements?

4, We didn't know if we should discuss the 13-Atoll Survey in this book or not.
Maybe it is not a good idea. But if we are, we don't know what they found
out from it. .

5. Have not dealt with the table that needs to be in that will show how much
time needs to elapse before they can go back.

What we did was--we went through the Enewetak Book and updated it and
changed it quite a but here and there so Bill will want to pay attention to
that. And also, we tried to address all of the questions which Tommy McCraw
gave us.

We should receive by telefax about 10 pages and maybe more than that.

We tried to do a new thing in the back for the risk estimates. We decided
to try some tables. It would be used to replace all the maps in the back.

Martha - make a copy for Ray before it is sent off with bill and one for the
file.

Have Bill Call Jack if not too tied up
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BIKINI ATOLL TODAY

INTRODUCTION

In 1986, tna Bikini people agreed to leave their home atoll to permit the

U.S. to best atLomie bombs. In 1968 President Johngon announced the people

could return following cleanup of debris left from the tests. afore the

people returned the U.S. planted thousands of food-bearing trees and built 40

concrete houses for the people. In 1978 the U.S. government asked the paople

to leave. This book explains the reason for this request (action) and tne

presant information on the condition of the atoll,

The U. S. Government has prepared this booklet to assist the Bikini

people in understanding the affect of the atom bomb testing on their atoll and

what that means to the people.

The Marshallese text ig a dynamic equivalent translation of an original

English draft, and the English text is a modified literal translation of tha

Marshallesn test.

TINY THINGS THAT ARE RADTOACTTVE

Everything on earth is formed from many many tiny things that we eannot

gee. (Theaa are called atoms.) Some of these thinga are sant apart (distinct}

and are alike in a certain way because they change and becomn other kinds of

tiny things that do nok change. We Say that thease tiny things (atoms) that

ara gat apart are radioactive because they do change.

al-
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As each tiny thing (atom) changes it produces a kind of energy which we

cannot see and which fa called "radiation." When they have complately

whanged, thia anergy ig gone from Chem. (Further explanation of radiation

appears on page 4.) | |

Of the things that are radioactive some have always: bean a park of the

world. These are God-made and they will not go away. They are in soil, in

water, in food-bearing planta and other plants, in animals, and in our bodies.

There are also radioactive things that came from the atemic bombs. Some

ef these changed quickly ~ during just a few minutes or days. But the others

change slowly am! are still present on the islands in the Bikini Atoll. Tha

names of some of the important radioactive things are cobalt, cesiua,

strontium, plutonium, and americium. One-half of the oobalt will digappear

after 5 years. Of the part that remains, one-half will disappear after

Another § years and Lhis process wil] continue indefinitely. One-half of the

cesium and one-half of the strontium will disappear after 30 years. Of the

part that remains, one-half will disappear after another 30 years. This

procas3 will again continua indefinitely. Plutonium and americium will not

change over hundreds and hundreds of years.

ENERGY CALLED RADIATION

Tne energy from radioaclive materjlals is similar to heat of fire and

light of the aun in that it travela from Where it is formed to other places;

however, wea cannot see it, hear it, taste it, amell jt, or feel it.

int



There are three kinds of radiation that come from the earth:

1. alpha radiation = the place it reaches from where it is made is short,

perhaps 3 Inches Surrounding it In alr, and a paper aan atop it {its

movement},

2. beta radiation - the place it reagheas from where it is made ia farther,

perhaps 4 yards gurrounding it in air, and things -Ehicker than paper,

‘ guoh as plywood, are needed to atop it.

3-0 gamma radiation = the place it reaches from where it is formed is very

much farther, parhaps 300 yards aurrounding {& in air, and only those

things that are thick and dense, such as cement, huge pucks, and matal,

can stop it.

Alpha radiation cannot pasa into the akin of peopl fata radiation ean

pasa through the skin and reach about one inoh into the body. However, things

that are radioactive may enter the body with food and air and ean reach the

blood, bones, lunga and other parts of the body. When these things that are

radioactive change they produca alpha and bata radiation that can reach the

jnternal organs.

When ganma radiation hits people it goes through their badies, but soue

of the energy of this radiation remains in their bodies.

Just like in other places around the world, alpha, beta, and gamma

radiation have occurred on Bikini Atoll from radioactive things that have been

a part of the world ginoe the beginning. ‘There are also tdindsa of radiation

that come fram the sky that pass through people's bodies,

At Bikini Atoll some alpha radiation also comes from plutonium and

americiu. feta radiation also vumes from strontium, desium, and cobalt.

3
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Gactta radiation also comes from cesium and cobalt, and a little comes from

amerteium. At Bitdni AtOLL, the amounts of plutonium and americium are far

Yeas than on kne Enavetak Atoll.

TINY PARTICLES AND ASHES Of ATOM BOMBS [FALLOUT]

When an atomic bomb expledes, St takes up materials, suoh aa rack, soil,

water, and 30 forth, which join with the things that are radioactive from thea

bamh. Thay rise rapidly into the air, and later fall back dow to the earth.

The tiny particles and ash of the bombs fell in the lagoon, in the ocnan, on

the islands, and the winds blew aowe to places that are far away.

There were 23 atomia bombs tested at Bikini Atoll. ly a few of the

atem bomb tests st Bikini oceurre) on the islands. Most took place in or over

the water with gome on the reef between the islands. In two stom bomb testa

small pisces of the islands of Nam and Bnirik were destroyed, in addition,

there are 11 U.S, ships aunk in the laguon at Bikini a3 4 result of an atam -

bomb test involving ships. The map on page 7 shows the islands where the U.S.

gZovernpent tasted these bombs, the portions of the islands that were

destroyed, and the loeation of the sunken ships.

THE PLACES WHERE THE THINGS THAT ARK RADIOACTIVE ARE AT BIKINI

The picture ab the right shows the places where the radioactive things

are within the soil, Plutonium and americium are in the upper part of tha

soil. Casium and strontium ara in the sofl that 18 shallow and alao jin that

4
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which is deep, At Bikini cesium and strontium are the radioactive thinga that

produce the highest amount of radiation. On the northern fslands of Enewetak

bhere was more plutonium and americium than at Bikini and the U.S. Government

could sorape some of them off because they were near the surface. Howaver,

they could not remove the strontium and cesium because they are daaper in the

soil.

At Bikini the U.S. Government did pick up all -serap metal and removed

scrub growth before the people returned in 1970. The serap metal was moved to

deep water in Lhe ocean and lagoon.

The map on page _ shows where the radioactive things are ak the Bikini

Atoll. We gea that all of the islanis in the Bikini atoll have radicactive

things. Next to the map of Bikini is a map of Enewetak Atoll showing where

the radioactive things are at this atoll. Here we seq that the amounts of

radioactive things are smaller than at Bikini. The islands in the south of

the Enawetak Atoll hava a very small amount of radioactivity.

THE WAYS RADIATION ENTERED PEQPLE'S BODTES

People received radiation from radioactive things at Bikini Atoll while

thay lived there in 2 ways. 1 = radiation that came from the soil and

penetrated people's skin and entered the body; 2 = the things that are

radioactive in some of the foods that people ate, in soe of the water they

drank, or in the air they breathed produced radiation inside the bady.

The radiation that came up out of the soi] oame from the caesium and

cobalt that was near the surface. Part of the radiation from the aesjum and
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As is shown in the picture on page 9, there ware radioactive matarials in

Lhe soil, some in the placas where the roots of plants grew. All planta get

their foad from the soil through their ruots. Now, as these planta get their

food, some of the things that are radioactive in the soll go up the trunks to

the branches and to the fruits.

When people ate the fruits, they also ate the radjoactive things there.

Wa can consider that these foods were radioactive, Also, if animals ate these

plants, they also ate the things thak are radioactive. And if people ate

these animals, they also ate the radioactive things that were jin the meat.

Evan if people had cookad food that contained things that are radioactive, the

radioactive things in the feod would not have fone away.

Sinee there are radioactive things in the lagoon, there may also be amall

amounts in the fish. If people ate fish, the amount of radioactivity they

received was very gmall because of the small amounts of radioactivity in tha

fish.

If radioactive things entered the body, some of them have lert it hy now

and some remains in it, and radiation will continue to come from those left in

the body.

THE POSS(BLE EFFECTS OF RADLATION IN FEOPLE'S BODIES

Marshallese people have called radiation "poison." However, the way

poigon works and the way radiation works are different. Usually, when poison

G
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Gneera a persona’ oaay (ilke arinking Disaah, Kerosene, DDT, eta.) Nis bady is

quickly harmed « it can be within a faw minutes or days. However, if harn

ware to come from radiation, it would usually take 4 jong tima for it to

appear ~ lt could be after many years.

The body contains a number of organs 3uch ag lunga, liver, skin. Each of

these organs has vary sais] parte called calls that join together to form (all

parts of) the body. Remambar that there is radiation that has always bean a

part of the world, and there is radiation that come from atomic bombs.

Scientists balieve that the more radiation a person receives the more harm hé

might have. Both the radiation that has been a part of Lhe world andj that

from atomic bombs can cause harm to the cella of the body. In addition there

aré ather things such a3 smoking that cause the same kind of damage to cells

in the body. Sometimes this kind of damage can come just from the hady

ttaself. Ir this kind of damage occurs, it can cause diseases ealled cancer,

All oalls increase by dividing. {ft is through this normal proceas of

dividing that growth and repair of the bady aecur. Cancer happens when cells

in the body are damaged and rapidly grow and increase in number more than they

should, By doing this, thay destroy the healthy parks of the body and can

make people gat aick. Some people can recover from cancer, but others may not.

Cancer oacurred all over the world before there were atomic bombs. For

example, if there were 100 people who died around the world from any cause,

about 15 of them would haya died from cancer. The djisnasas of caneer continue

to veeur around the world.

fhe ocancerg that are caused by radiation are no different from the

cancers that are caused by other things. If the diseases of cancer appear

13°



among tha people who have raceived radiation, they would be no different from

those that appear in other people around tha world. The scientists have found

that a radioactive elemant that aame from the atomic bomb testa asn cause

canoer in tha throat (in the thyroid). This radioactive- material remains only

& few months, 30 that it is gone from Bikini Atoll today.

Among the paople of any country there are children born with diseases and

infirmities that are inherited, Sone of these are: deafness, blindness,

malformations, mental retardation, eto. These kinds of defects occurred in

the Marshall Islands before the atomic bomb tests and they continue to oeeur

today. In a commmity in which people have received radiation, thare might be

am increase in the nunber of ohildren bom with defects.

THE WAYS THAT SCLENTISTS KNOW THE AMOUNT OF RADIATION A PERSON RECELVES

Everybody in the world has some radioactive materials in their body.

Peaple cannot know by themselves how much radiation ia in any thing or in

their badiles because they cannot see fk, hear it, taste it, amell it, or feel

jk. Only instruments can raeveal this. There are instruments for measuring

things that are radioactive in the soil and in food; there are those for

measuring the radiation that aomes from the soil. Scientists use these

{natrumenta to gat information in order to be able to estimate the amount of

radiation that people can raceive if they live in an area containing

radioactiva things.

The picture at the left shows the instrument that asctentints use to

measure the anount of gamma radiation that comes from radioactive materials in

8



the body. Sofentista have bruught this instrument to Bikini to measure the

amounts of radioactive things in the bodies of tha Bikini people. ‘The

scientists found that as the food-bearing trees began ta produce fruit, the

amount -of radioactive things in the bodies of the people increased. By 1978,

Lhe amounts of radioactive things in peoples bodies were higher than

seientists had estimated when the people were told that k-Ehey could return.

This is the reason that they were removed from Bikini Atoll.

Scientists can use this machine to measure the amount of easium and

cobalt in a person, but this device is not able to maasure plutonium,

americium, and strontium. The way they measure these three things, they take

urine and measure the amount of things that are radioactive in it. Fram doing

this they are able to estimate how much plutonium, americium, and strontium is

in a person's body.

THE AMOUNT OF RADTATION THAT HAS REEN ESTABLISHED (A LIMIT IS IMPLIED]

(RADIATION STANDARDS)

Ho one is absolutely certain how much radiation a person can reeniva and

not have harm to his body. Around the world, many groups of scientists and

ductors are studying this subjeck. The nameg of some of thease organizations

are: International Commission on Radiological Protection, U.S. Environmental

Proteetion Agency, and the International Atomie Enargy Agency. To protect

people from the harm they might receiva fron radiation, and baged upon the

information they have found, these organizations have recommended some amounts

of radiation that people should: not exceed, These organizations also

ae



recommend “that People try to take care that the amount of radiation that

entera their bodies should be ag small as possible. This meana that people

stwuld atay away from areas where the acount of radiation is know toa be high

and should not aat foods grow in auah areas, Many governments have approved

these recommendations.

Therefore, the U.3. government has established an amount of radiation for

the Ameriesan people that they should not exoaed. ‘This amount is the same as

the amount that organizations above have recommended. They call this amount

that they have established a "radiation standard," and the standard is

expressed in "millirem,®

the U.3. government has established that a person should not receive more

than $500 millirem in one year. Also thay established that the average amount

ef radiation a man or a woman wholives in the United Statea may receive over

a 30-year period should nat be more than $000 millirem. The U.S. government

tries to ensure as much as possible that the amount of radiation its citizens

receive in averyday living or working is lower than the figures above.

The measurements of the Bikini people made by the selentists in 1978

jndicated that some of the Bikini peopla were receiving more radiation gach

year than this standard. A few of the people were receiving amounta of

radiation sbout twice as large as the standard. Because this amount of

radiation was received for a short time, the harm expected will be vary small.

However, the U.S. government believed tnat it was in the best interest of tha

Bikini people to move them so that the poasible harm that could result fron

additional amounts of radiation will not oceur.

6
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THE WAYS THAT SCIENTISTS ARB ABLE TO ESTIMATE THE AMOUNT OF RADIATION A PERSON

MIGHT RECEIVE IF HE LIVES WHERE THERE IS RADIATION FROM THE ATOMIC BOMB

AX & result of many studies ami measurements, scientists are able to

estimate the amount of radiation that people might receive if they live on an

atoll] where radiation from the atomle bomb is present.

They dig many holes, some shallow and some deep, take portions of soi]

from them, and measure the amount. of radiation in each of these portions of

soj]. Thay examine aalt water from the ocean and the lagoon and water from

brackish wells. ‘They take fisn and other sea life and study them. Thay also

examine the amount of radioactive things that food~bearing trees and other

Plants take from the soll. They also examine the radioactivity in the duat ta

the air.

This is the information that the scientists find as a result of the

activities above.

1. ‘Tne amount of things that are radioactive on aach of the islands.

2. What kind of radioactive things are on each of these islands.

3. Where in the anil these radioactive éléments ara,

4, The amount of radiation that comes fram the soil.

5. The amount of things that are radioactive in the soil that will enter

fooda, plants and animals.

6. Row much the lagoon and the ocean are radioactive and alse faod from

them, such as fish, crabs, lobsters, alamsa, etc.

7. How muoh the brackish walls and drinking water are radioaative.

(
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8. How many radiosotive things are in the dust in the air that people will

braathe,

Even with all of this {information {t {ts difficult ta know the amount of

radiation a person will receive because we do not know how much of each kind

. of food each person eats. Some foods have mora of things that are radiosackive |

than other fooda. A person who eats more of the foods that have more of the

things that are radioactive will racaive more radiation. A person who eats

smaller amounts of these foods will recatve leas radiation,

WHY THE PEOPLE WERE ALLOWED TO RETURN TO BIKINI ATOLL

In 19 the Bikini people asked the U.S. government to permit them to_—

return to their homeland. The U.S. government cleaned up the scrap left from

the tests and the gaientists measured the amounts of radioactivity in the

aoils, water, and fish. From this information they estimated the amounts of

radiation that the people might recaiva when they returned. Beeause these

estiuates. ware lower than the standard, the people were allowed to return in

1970.

In these estimates measureuonts of radioactive things in foodstuffs were |

nut possible on the islanda because foad-bearing trees were not present.

Estimates of the amount of radioactive things in fruits from thease trees were

made from information from other places around thw world. Beeause the sojls

of tha Bikini Atoll (and other atolls) area different from soil at thesa other

places, it was found that the fruits contained more cesium than was

anticipated. In addition, estimates of the amounts of food from these trees.

12
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that would be eaten by the people have since bean found to be low. Thus, when

tha coconut trees and other fuod-ebearing plants reached an age where fruits

became’ available, this oagium was transferred to the bodiea of the people,

When these high radiation lavels were found in the people in 1978, it was

realited that the initial estimates of the amount of radiation were low and

the people were removed from the atoll.

DIFPERENCES BETWEEN BIKINI ATOLL AND ENEWETAK ATOLL

Some people wonder why the U.3. government. did not clean up Bikini Atell

the way they did Enawetak Atoll.

The reason is that the atom bomb tests had different affects on the two

atolls. Same of the differences are given below.

1. The northern islands on the Enéwetak Atoll had much more plutonium and

americtium in the soila than doea Bikini Atoll. This was because of the

difference in the types of tests at the two atolls. It was noted earlier

that plutonium and americium remain radioactive for many, many years and

that the plutonium and americium remain near tha surface of the so4]

Therefore, gome of the plutonium and americium at Enewetak could be’

removed by shallow scraping without destroying the island. This maant

that when the atrontium and ceaium disappeared, the island could be uagad.

Without the oleanup, the northern islands of the Enewetak Atoll would

Never have been used, However, the strontium and the cesium on the

northern islands of Enewetak Atoll] remaj{ned aven after the cleanup.

3
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2. At Enewetak, the atom bomb tests were done in the northern islands. AS a

result, bthe things that are radivaotive are mostly in these northern

islands and the southern ig3landa have few things that are radioactive.

At Bikini Atoll, the things that are radioactive are on all of these

islands. There {3 no ialand that is free from radiation.

THE UNDERSTANDINGS THAT HAVE BEEN ACHIEVED FROM THE MEASUREMENTS

From the measurements that have been explained earlier in this back and a

better understanding of the foods people eat, scientists have estimated again

the amounts of radiation that peonle might receive if thay lived on Bikini

Atoll. The results of these studies are given on pages through —. The

4nformation on thesa pages gives the amount of radiation people mignt receive

if thay were to spend differant amounts of time each year on the islands of

Eneu and Bikini. This information shown the amount of radiation thak would be

received if no food came fran other places and also if ships arrived regularly

with food from outside. This information also shows the amount of radiation

people Would receive if food from outside did not arrive 25% of the time. All

of this information {2 given so that the Bikial people can better understand

the importance of the foods and the places they Live.

Some people may ask why they cannot return and live on &neu only bacauae

the amount of radiation paople might receive is below the standard if food

fron the outside is available. The U.S. government believes that living an

the small island of Snau and nok visiting Bikjni and other islands would bea

very difficult for the people. To proteat the health of the people, the U.S.

(4.
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government believes that return to the atoll should be delayad until people

can go to the island of Bikini and other islands of the atoll. The entimated

times until the amount of radiation = person will receive at Bikini atol) will

be below the standard are given on page __-

Scientists usafng this [and other] informtion can astimate the numbers of

people who might geb sick or unhealthy according to the amount of radiation

they receive. A solentific organization in the United States named The

National Academy of Seiences ~ National Research Council's Committee on the

Biological Effacts of Ionizing Radiation has estimated the number of paaople

who might die from cancer and the number of infants who might be born

phystaally or mentally defective as a raguit of radiation. Tf people lived on

Eneu or Bikini, tha nusber of people who might die from aancers caused by

radiation and the number of infants who might be born with health defects

caused by radiation are given on pages __ to __. These numbers depend upon

the information of the scientists in the organization named above.

All the numbers on pages __ to _ dapend upon the information the

Scientists obtained, However, further studies sre being done on thase

matters. If new information causes significant changes in these numbers, the

people of Bikini will be informed.
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THE AMOUNT OF RADI

a

If People Live

1. ‘All the time
on Eneu.

2. 11 months per

, year on Ensu

and 1 month on

Bikini. All
fead from Eneu.

3. 6 months on
Eneu per year
and 6 months on
Bikini.

4, «Al the time

on Bikiat.

If they will eat —
food from their

atoll only

718 millirem

768 millirem

3270 milliren

5823 millirem

Remember that the U.S. standard is 500

If they will eat
fool from their

atoll with food
from the outside

358 millirem

H05 millirem

1689 millirem

3021 milliren

millirem in one year

IG
~16-

ATTON THAT A PERSON MIGHT RECEIVE IN ONS YEAR
IF HE LIVED O8 BIKINI ATOLL

Food from outside
do#a not arrive 254%

of the Line

AYR milliren

49H millirom

2084 millirem

3722 millirem



THE ESTIMATED ADDITIONAL NUMBER OF PEOPLE WHO MIGHT Q&T CANCER AS
A RESULT OF THE RADIATION RECRIVED IN THE FIRST 30 YEARS

Ir they will eat
If People Live food from their

atoll only

1. All the time 0.46
Bnew

2. 11 months per 0.49
year an Eneu
and 1 month on

Bikini.

6 months on hl2

Eneu per year
and 6 months on

Bikini.

Al] the time 9.2

on Bikini.

Tf thay will eat
food from their

atoll with food
from the outside

4.6

Food from outside
‘does not arriva 25%
of the time

2.6

a
n

c
t

For numhers 1 and 2 selentists belleve -Ehat 200 people would liva on

Eneu.

200 people would liva on Bikini Taland.

For number 3, scientists believe that 200 people would live on Eneu and

for number 4, actantista balieve that 500 people would live on Bikini
Island.

ido



THE AMOUNT OF RADIATION THAT A PERSON MIGHT RECEIVE IN 30 YEARS

If HE LIVED ON BIRINT ATOLL

If Paople Live

All the time

Eneu.,.

11 months per

year on Eneu

and 1 month on

Bikini.

food from Eneu.

All

6 months on

Eneu per year

and 6 months

on Bikini.

All the time

on Bikini

If they will eat

food from their

atoll only

Whole

Body

§,600
millirem

3,000
millirem

22,000

millirem

40,000
nillires

Bone |
Marrow

5,800
millirem

-6,100
milliren

26 ,000
milliren

46,000
milliren

If they will eat
food from their
atoll] with food

from the outside

Whole
Rady

2,400

millirem

2,800
nilliren

12,000
milliren

21,000

millires

Remember that the U.S. standard is 5000 milliran

Bone
Marrow

2,800
millirem

3,200

milliren

13,000
milliren

23,900

allliren

Food from outside
doas not arrive 25%
of tha time

whole
Body

2,950
millirem

3,350
millirem

14,500

alllirem

25,750
millirem

in 30 years.

Bone
Marrow

3,550
millirem

3,925
millirem

16,250
milliran

'

28,750
millirem

i+



THE ESTTMATED ADDITIONAL NUMBER OF CHILDREN WHO MIGHT BE BORN.WITH HEALTH

- OR MENTAL DEFECTS AS A RESULT OF THE AMOUNT OF RADIATION
RECELVED IN THE PLRST 30 YEARS

If People Live

1. All the tine

on Enéu.

2. 11 months per

year on Enau

and 1 month on
Bikini.

3. 6 months on
Enéu per year

and 6 months

on Bikini.

R. All the tine
on Bikini.

Tf they will eat

food fron their
atoll only

Tf they will eat Food from outside
food from their dges not arrive 25%

atoll with faod of the time
from the avtside

>
s
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PINAL REMARKS

The safentists who wrote this book realize that many of the concepts

described here are difficult to understand. But they hope that the

information in the book will help the people to understand why the U.S.

government believes that the people should not return to Bikini Atoll) until

the amount of radiation that people will receive jis below the standard.

14%
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HARVESTING COCONUT STEMS

By: Alfonso M.R. Mendoza*

Summary

Coconut in the Philippines dates back to pre-Spanish time and

since then, has developed into a major industry with 14 million

people depending on it. It is however characterized by low.

productivity because of the increasing number of aging palms

and the lack of adequate cultural management inputs. Hence,

the government has launched a massive replanting programme to

cover the 2.3 million hectares devoted to coconut, which will

involve the cutting down of6 million trees annually.

For technical and economic reasons, it is necessary to properly

dispose coconut trunks, hence the great Gesirability to develop

economic uses of the coconut logs. Investigations are now

going on along this line, and some limited experiences have been

obtained on coconut stem logging, as discussed in this papér.

Introduction

The coconut, Cocos nucifera L. has been cultivated in the

 

Philippines even before the coming of the Spaniards. The ;j

Spanish authorities, realizing the economic importance, required

the planting of coconuts in 1642. From thereon, the coconut

industry grew to become a major crop of the country. By 1910,

millions of trees were bearing. Coconut now occupies 2.3 million

hectares, providing livelihood to about 14 million people. The

Philippines is the leading coconut producer and contributes about

70% to the international trade in coconut products.
beensEP

Oconut belongs to the palm family, growing favourably within

20° north and south of the equator. It can thrive in altitude

éS high as 900 meters. As a monocotyledon, coconut has neither /

"Senior Deputy Administrator, Philippine Coconut Authority
Diliman, Quezon City, Philippines
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& wopreet nor a rootstock, but instea

reots ranging from 1500 to 11,360. The root may extend

-laterally to about 25 meters while vertical penetration tio

a depth of 6 meters depending on soil conditions. The

trunk or stem attains a considerable height, 20 meters or

more depending upon variety, age and environment. With

tall coconuts, the base is markedly swollen, whose

Giameter may reach 1 meter but rarely exceeds 30 to 40 ens

at man's height. The crown has some 30 opened leaves

supporting fruit bunches at different stages.

The coconut industry is characterized by low productivity.

This is due largely to poor quality planting materials,

aging palms, and the lack of the necessary cultural

requirements. The growing number of old unproductive trees

requires the launching of a massive replanting program

utiiizing high yielding precocious hybrids.

 gers et

The Replanting Program med

The coconut replanting program of the Philippines is a

massive undertaking to replace unproductive trees with

hybrids. It will cover the whole coconut area at a pace of

60,000 hectares a year. At this rate, it will take about

40 years to complete the cycle, thus making the replanting

program a perpetual activity. At the end of the cycle the

earliest replants may then be ready for replanting. It is

expected that much improved hybrids shall be developed as we

progress in the implementation of this replanting program.

Aside from the use of highly productive hybrids, the

replanting program will involve the adoption of the required

cultural practices and inputs. The mechanics and the

criteria in determining priority areas will be set up, to

be supplemented with the experiences to be gained in the

pilot replanting project being undertaken. The replanting

proper commences in 1980, with 1,700 hectares to be replanted,

gradually increasing to 60,000 hectares annually.beginning

1985. Land preparation which include clear cutting of oid
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ORIGIN OF RISK COEFFICIENTS

I. BEIR-I _
A. Cancer (Tables 3-3 and 3-4)

BEIR-I Derived

Cancer Deaths/year in U.S. Cancer Deaths/106 person rem
from 0.1 rem/year
(pop=197 ,863,000)

Absolute Relative Absolute Relative
 

 

Leukemia 516 738; 26 37

Other Cancers

30 year elevated risk 1,210 2,436 61 123

lifetime elevated risk 1,485 8,340 75 42]

. Range 1,726-2,001 3,174-9,078 87-101 160-458

B. Birth Defects (page 2)

5 rem/30 years —————® 100-1800 ‘cases of dominant diseases and
defects per year (3.6 million births/
year)=0.05% incidence per year
(5 X this at equilibrium)

In addition--a few chromosomal defects

and recessive diseases and a few
congenital defects due to single gene
defects and chromosome aberrations

Total incidence is 100 to 27,000/year
at equilibrium=0.75% at equilibrium
or 0.1% in the first generation

Overall i1] health: , 5% - 50% of 711
health is proportional to mutation
rate

Using 20% and doubling dose of 20 rem,
5 rem per generation—» 5% increase
in ill health

5%/5 rem in 30 years at equilibrium

or 1%/5 rem in first generation = 0.2%/rem - 30 year dose



II. BEIR-III
A. Cancer (Table V-4)

Lifetime Risk of Cancer Death

_. (deaths/10°/rad)

Single exposure to Continuous Exposure
10 rad to 1 rad/yr

Model Absolute Relative Absolute Relative

L-Q, LQ-L 77 226 67 182

L-L, L-L 167 50] 158 430

Q-L, Q-L 10 28 ---- ----

B. Birth Defects--pages 166-169
(mean parental age = 30 years)

1 rem per generation (1 rem parental exposure) per 10° live
offspring ———~*5 to 75 birth defects, this is 0.0005
--0.0075%--First generation

Spontaneous rate is 10.7%, thus 1 rem will increase the rate
from 10.7% to 10.7005--10.7075%

e

0005 _ =“97 = 0.000047 = 0.0047%

0075 _ sr =0.7 - 0.0007 - 0. 07%

144



Risk Estimates based on BEIR-III

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

     

Total Cancer Risk v Birth Defects
Person Relative Absolute 30-yr Whole (5-15/10°/rem) Spontaneous %

rem ~L-Q* L-L L-Q L-L body dose (rem) Number Increase
182 430 67 158

] 3054 556 1.31 205 483 2.8 .0019- .029 139 .02
2 6108 1.11 2.63 409 965 5.4 .0038- .056 139 .04

3 25450 4.63 10.94 1.71 4.02 24.0 .0167-0,25 139 18
4 47846 8.71 120.57 3.21 7.56 44.0 .0306-0.46 139 .33

5 346] .63 1.49 .23 547 3.2 .0022- .033 139 024
6 - 6617 1.20 2.85 44 1.05 5.9 .0041-.062 139 045

7 957 .174 41 . 064 15 1.4 .0006- .009 85.6 O11
8 1978 . 36 851 .133 | .313 2.8 .0012-.018 85.6 021

9 1085 197 .467 073 .17 1.6 .00068-.0103 85.6 | 012
10 2105 . 383 905 141 33 3.0 .0013-.0193 85.6 .023

11 446 .081 192 .0298 0705 96 ',00028- .0042 58.85 .007
12 910 . 166 .39 . 061 . 144 1.9 .00056- .0084 58.85 .014

13 520 095 224 .035 . 082 1.1 .00032- ,0049 58.85 0083
14 953 2173 4) . 064 151 2.0 -,00059- .0088 58,85 .O15      

*Risk coefficient

eg 182/10° man rem
10.6

'

-eg 2.8 rem x 5 x 139
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ESTIMATED RADIATION DOSES TO RESIDENTS OF ‘
ENEU AND/OR BIKINI ISLANDS ASSUMING VARIOUS LIVING PATTERNS’ *

 

Residence Years on/ Time on Time on Imported Food Maximum Annual 30 Year Dose -

Island Years off Eneu (%) Bikini (%) (50% of Diet) Dose (Hilliren)#* (HiT Tiren)*¥*
_toBoneHarrow_ ee ‘

hole Bone

‘ . Body Harrow

Bikini Peraanent 0 100 . No 6200 44,000 47 ,000

Bikini Permanent 0 100 Yes 3300 24,000 25,000

Eneu os Permanent 100 0 No 780 5,400 6,000

Eneu Permanent 100 0 Yes 390 2,800 3,000

Eneu Permanent 80 10 Ro - 830 5,900 6,500

Eneu Permanent $6. 10 Yes 440 3,200 3,400

Eneu who. 100 0 No. 540 "2,800 3,100
Eneu 1/} 100 0 Yes” 280 1,400 1,500

Erev 1/1 SO 10 Ho 590 3,000 3,360
Eneu oO YW 90 10 Yes 330 1,609 1,700

Eneu 1/2 100 0 No 540 },3900 2,100

Eneu V2 100 0 Yes 280 960 } ,036

Engu 1/2: 90 10 No 590 2,000 2.200

Eneu 1/2 90 10 Yes 330 1,100 1,200

Eneu 1/3 100 0 No 540 },500 1,700

Eneu 1/3 100. 0 Yas 280 760 810

Eneu 1/3 96 10 No $90 1,600 1,800
Eneu 1/3 $0 10 -. Yes 330 860 920

@ fDosss are rounded of?.

st Federal Radfation Council exposure limit is 500 mil iren per year to the maximum exposed individual
(numerical value given is three times the average) ; :

te? Federal Radistion Council exposure limit is an averace of 5,006 millirem to a population.
@ These values ara best estimates based upon the most complete information available. Furthermore, these are

average values based upon averaged parameters. (e.g., soil concentration of radionuclides, food concentrat tonsO>
of radionuclides, diet); any specific individual might receive radiation exposure higher or lower than these
values dependingupon islands visited, amount of vartous foods consumed, etc, (No claim is made as to
oe Sea
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Island Average - pCi/g 0-5 cm

 

  

 

Island Code Island Name 20cy " 239424004

*

Bl Nam 10_( 2 . 60 (25)
\ nn

B2 Iroij 0 SSE). rn” 8.3 (1)
B3 Odrik ~ ‘4 y Ww Eanes 8.5 (11)

B4 _ (Lomilik. ¥* gy OSS (16) 2 v7 (16)
BS BDOTO Bolan. Brsed ) 3 4. (9)
B6 VP * pesih (13) “12.a (13)
BLO West x Reeakere 17 (3) 2 4.1 (3)
Bl2 ox wt : 2 (4) ‘ 0.37 (4)

B13 Aerokojlol 0.74 (13) 1.4 (13)
B15 Lele . 2.8 (4) i 1.2 (4)

B16 Enemon 17 (6) + lo (5)

B17 Enidrik 11 (32) = 6.1 (31)
B18 Lukoj 116 (3) 20 (3)
B19 Jelete 179 (2) . - 13 (2)

Bikini Atoll Average 47 12
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Numbers in parenthesis are the number of samples analyzed for each island.

u 7 75 220

2 25-74 16-14
2 /6-74 1-9

£49 a

1g-38

(32)

(9)
(5)
(16)
(9)
(13)
(3)
(4)
(13)
(4)
(6)
(32)
(3)
(2)
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